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Welcome to Mayville State University and the Division of Education. In joining us, you have become
part of a long history of excellent educators. Mayville State was founded in 1889 as North Dakota’s
original Teachers College. In 1925, the State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) authorized Mayville
State to grant a Bachelor of Arts in Education, and in 1948, the B.A. in Education became a Bachelor
of Science in Education, and the first non-teaching Bachelor of Arts was offered in 1961. In recent
years, educational degree options have expanded to encompass early childhood through multiple
secondary content areas with additional specializations and certificates. Since its inception, Mayville
State has steadily grown and progressed, educating leaders with a focus on personal service. Today
over 800 educators across North Dakota are Mayville State Alumni.
The Division of Education is accredited by the Council for Accreditation of Educator Preparation
(CAEP) and the Higher Learning Commission, a process that assures quality and supports continuous
improvement. Under the Division’s conceptual framework, “The Reflective Experiential Teacher”
candidates combine personal experiences with teacher training (knowledge, skills and disposition) as
they reflect on both. This framework is used to guide and direct all program design and enhancement,
through the continual process of providing candidates with the correct curriculum and experiences
needed to prepare them for the realities of diverse classrooms.
During the teacher training program, candidates experience a variety of teaching and learning styles
that exemplify differentiated instruction of 21st Century Skills and Common Core Standards. Our aim
is to prepare qualified teachers that demonstrate the ability to reflect upon the unique needs of all
students, and to make data-based instructional decisions in response.
This handbook has been developed to serve as a narrative depiction of Mayville State University’s
Teacher Education Program: its purpose, administrative procedures and policies. The handbook is a
resource for selection of coursework, tracking of requirements for graduation, and application of
teacher certification. It provides the information and forms needed to prepare for and complete the
teaching experience. However, it continues to be the responsibility of teacher education candidates to
remain current in their knowledge of Teacher Education and teacher licensure requirements.
The faculty and staff at Mayville State University are committed to providing the highest quality
professional preparation programs. It is our goal to meet the needs of every teacher education
candidate and personalize the higher education experience.
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Mission of Mayville State University
Mayville State University is dedicated to excellence in teaching, service, and scholarship in dynamic,
inclusive and supportive learning environments that are individually focused. We offer quality
undergraduate and master's programs enriched with practical experiences to prepare all learners for a
global economy. Approved by SBHE November 2016.
Purposes of Mayville State University
 To provide academic programs and services that address contemporary career and workforce
opportunities.


To maintain collaborative relationships with schools, employers, and communities which
contribute to the economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota.



To deliver flexible programs, instruction, and student services to meet the needs of the
individual.



To cultivate an environment that supports creativity, intellectual curiosity, lifelong learning,
service, and an appreciation of diversity.

Core Values: Our Dedication to Personal Service
Mayville State University, since its beginning in 1889, has embraced the philosophy of personal
service, the foundation of our core values. These values guide how we perform our work and conduct
ourselves every day with all of our stakeholders.


We act with integrity in all we do.
o We demonstrate integrity through honesty and loyalty to our institution, high ethical
standards, respect for others, being responsible and accountable for our actions, and
having open communication.



We are student-focused.
o We provide individualized support that is responsive to the needs of students, and
results in their success.



We are committed to teaching and learning excellence.
o We engage in transformational experiences, supportive learning environments,
scholarly opportunities, and collaborative relationships.



We promote and value an open and diverse community.
o We foster partnerships across our local, regional, and global communities. We respect
all individuals through our small town campus culture that supports a sense of family.



We integrate leadership in all we do.
o We encourage individuals to develop and strengthen leadership skills and abilities,
while providing opportunities to enhance the common good.
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I. Essential Studies Information
Essential Studies Statement of Philosophy
Baccalaureate graduates at Mayville State University complete a program of essential studies
consistent with the Liberal Education - America’s Promise (LEAP) model developed by the American
Association of Colleges and Universities. It empowers individuals and prepares them to deal with
complexity, diversity and change. It emphasizes broad knowledge of the wider world (e.g., science,
culture, and society). It helps students develop a sense of social responsibility as well as strong
intellectual and practical skills that span all areas of study and includes a demonstrated ability to apply
knowledge and skills in real-world settings. Through technology-enriched instruction, students acquire
basic knowledge in the behavioral and social sciences, the natural and physical sciences, mathematics,
humanities, and the fine arts.
Essential Studies Program
English...................................................................... 6 hours

Mathematics. ............................................................3 hours

ENGL 110 – Composition I (3)

MATH 103-College Algebra (3)

ENGL 120 - Composition II (3)

MATH 105-Trigonometry (2)

OR

MATH 165-Calculus (4)

ENGL 125 – Business and Technical Writing (3)

Science (mustinclude one lab science) ................... 4 hours

Speech...................................................................... 3 hours

BIOL 111/111L-Concepts of Biology & Lab (4)

COMM 110 – Fundamentals of Public Speaking (3)
Computer Information System .............................. 1 hours
CIS 175 – Information Literacy (1)
Humanities .............................................................. 6 hours

BIOL 150/150L-General l Biology I & Lab (4)
BIOL 151/151L-General Biology II & Lab (4)
BIOL 220/220L-Anatomy & Physiology I & Lab (4)
BIOL 221/221L-Anatomy & Physiology II & Lab (4)

COMM 316 – Intercultural Communication (3)

CHEM 121/121L-General Chemistry I & Lab (4)

ENGL 250 – Literature in a Multicultural World (3)

CHEM 122/122L-General Chemistry II & Lab (4)

HUM 220-History of Music in a Multicultural World (3)

CIS 385 – Contemporary Multimedia Tools (4)

OR

GEOL 115/115L- Intro. Geology & Lab (4)

MUSC 200-Music in America (3)

PHYS 110/110L-Intro. Astronomy & Lab (4)

HUM 221-History of Art in a Multicultural World (3)

SCNC 101/101L-Natural Science & Lab (4)

MUSC 122 – Music Theory I (3)

SCNC 102/102L-Physical Science & Lab (4)

MUSC 124 – Music Theory II (3)
SOC 355 –Drugs and Society (3)
SPAN 101-First Year Spanish I (4)
SPAN 102- First Year Spanish II (4)

Social Science ......................................................... 6 hours

UNIV 100- Seminar on Success (SOS) is required for all
incoming first-year freshman.

HIST 104-U.S. since 1877 (3)

ECON 105-Elements of Economics (3)

PSYC 111-Introduction to Psychology (3)

ECON 201-Principles of Microeconomics (3)

PSYC 332- Applied Psychology (3)

ECON 202-Principles of Macroeconomics (3)

SOC 110-Introducation to Sociology (3)

GEOG 103-Multicultural World, Global Issues (3)

SOC 355- Drugs and Society (3)

HIST 101-Western Civilization I (3)
HIST 102-Western Civilization II (3)
HIST 103-U.S. to 1877 (3)

Institutional Graduation Requirements
Application for graduation must be filed with the Registrar during the semester previous to the term in
which the student expects to graduate. The deadlines for applying are listed on the academic calendar
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at the front of this catalog. The Registrar will audit the academic records of students expecting to
graduate during the semester prior to graduation and will inform the student and his/her advisor of any
remaining requirements before registration for the final semester. The Degree Audit is used for
advising purposes and becomes an official document when signed by the Registrar.
Course substitutions require approval of the faculty advisor, Division chair of the course involved, and
the Registrar. Substitution forms are available from the Office of Academic Records. Students are
responsible for securing this approval.
The Purpose and Goals of Teacher Education
The purpose of professional education is to prepare teachers for elementary and secondary schools. To
achieve this end, the professional education program emphasizes: the learning process from childhood
through adolescence; the concepts and applications of learning theories and evaluative techniques; the
study of students with special needs and the employment of diagnostic techniques; the utilization of
multi-media, computers, and current technology; an examination of legislative and judicial actions as
they relate to teaching; an analysis of the needs of racial and multicultural minority students and the
ways in which the schools may accommodate those needs; and the sociological and historical
foundations of the public schools.
The primary goals of the professional education program for students are to:


Demonstrate content knowledge in the academic discipline;



Demonstrate understanding of child and adolescent development, learning, motivation, and
behavior, and how to create an effective learning environment;



Demonstrate ability to adapt instruction to meet the needs of diverse learners;



Demonstrate the ability to develop short- and long-range instructional plans using a variety of
instructional strategies to create meaningful learning experiences;



Demonstrate the ability to communicate effectively using a variety of verbal, non-verbal, and
media communication techniques;



Demonstrate the ability to use formal and informal assessment strategies; and



Demonstrate the ability to develop effective professional relationships and seek out opportunities
for participation in professional growth.

Consequently, the professional education courses utilize research-based teaching strategies that reflect
program goals. As a result of these practices, candidates are able to think and reason logically,
communicate effectively, work independently and in collaborative groups, gain experience with and
develop an understanding of the workplace, and critically examine and reflect on the social and
professional elements of the teaching profession.
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Some professional courses provide School-based Field Experiences under the dual supervision of the
responsible University Mentor and selected competent and qualified Field Mentors in the public
schools. Clinical Experiences/Student Teaching Experiences are an integral part of the professional
education program that are designed to help the candidates understand the relationship between
classroom theory and application.
The Director of Student Placement monitors experiences, making sure candidates are assigned to
multiple settings, which increases the amount and types of diverse P-12 students with which
candidates interact. It is not likely candidates will be placed in schools in which they have attended.
Selection for experiences are made balancing factors such as diversity of school, recommendations
from district administrators, travel time & distance, school schedule, course schedule, and personal
considerations (e.g., disability, socioeconomic status, transportation, family).
Field Experiences and Student Teaching by Program
Program

Early Childhood
Education
(Birth –Grade 3)

Field Experience
(Observation and/or
Practicum)
EDUC 250/298- 25 hours
observation
EC 211- 12 hrs observation

*On Campus

Student Teaching

EDUC 400- Grade 1-3
(10 weeks)

Total Number of Hours & Fees

-

49 hours of observation

-

181.5 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experiences

EDUC 400a- Grade K (5
weeks)

EC 313- 8 hrs hands on
EC 320- 9 hrs hands on
EC 335- 2 hrs hands on
EC 336- 4 hours
observation
EC 376- 20 hrs hands on
EDUC 301/318 - 18 hrs
hands on
(elementary internship =
1.5 hrs/12 days)
EDUC 302/319 - 87 hrs(Internship= 3hrs/25 days)
(Tate Topa= 6 hrs/2 days)
($50)
FALL Experiences (Block
I/Block II)- 11.5 hrs hands
on (Rainbow Gardens)= 1.5
hrs/3days) (6 hrs- Pelican
Rapids)
EDUC 381- 8 hrs hands on
EDUC 390- 6 hrs
observation
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HPER 315- 12 hrs hands
on, 2 hrs observation
MATH 307- 6 hrs hands on
Early Childhood
Education
(Birth –Grade 3)

*Distance

EDUC 250/298- 25 hours
observation

EDUC 400- Grade 1-3
(10 weeks)

EC 211- 12 hrs observation

EDUC 400a- Grade K (5
weeks)

-

51 hours of observation

-

135 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experiences

-

36 hours of observation

-

130.5 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experiences

EC 313- 8 hrs hands on
EC 320- 9 hrs hands on
EC 335- 2 hrs hands on
EC 336- 4 hours
observation
EC 376- 20 hrs hands on
EDUC 301/318 off
campus- 30 hrs teaching
EDUC 302/319 off
campus- 40 hrs teaching
HPER 319- 2 hours
observation
EDUC 381- 8 hrs hands on
EDUC 390- 6 hrs
observation
HPER 315- 12 hrs hands
on, 2 hrs observation
MATH 307- 6 hrs hands on

Elementary
Education (Grade 18)
On Campus

EDUC 250/298- 25 hours
observation
EDUC 301/318 - 18 hrs
hands on
(elementary internship =
1.5 hrs/12 days)
EDUC 302/319 - 87 hrs(Internship= 3hrs/25 days)
(Tate Topa= 6 hrs/2 days)
($50)

EDUC 400- Grade 1-8
(15 weeks)

FALL Experiences (Block
I/Block II)- 11.5 hrs hands
on (Rainbow Gardens)= 1.5
hrs/3days) (6 hrs- Pelican
Rapids)
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EDUC 381- 8 hrs hands on
EDUC 390- 6 hours
observation
SPED 336- 4 hours
observation
HPER 319- 1 hour
observation
MATH 307- 6 hrs hands on
Elementary
Education (Grade 18)
Distance

EDUC 250/298- 25 hours
observation

EDUC 400- Grade 1-8
(15 weeks)

-

36 hours of observation

-

84 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experiences

-

31 hours of observation

-

80 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experiences

EDUC 301/318 off
campus- 30 hrs teaching
EDUC 302/319 off
campus- 40 hrs teaching
EDUC 381- 8 hrs hands on
EDUC 390- 6 hours
observation
HPER 319- 1 hours
observation
SPED 336- 4 hours
observation
MATH 307- 6 hrs hands on

Secondary
Education

EDUC 250/298- 25 hours
observation
EDUC 381- 8 hrs hands on
EDUC 390- 6 hours
observation
EDUC 426- 12 hours hands
on

EDUC 400- Grade 5-12
(15 weeks)

EDUC 398- 30 hours hands
on (per major)
EDUC 480L- 30 hours
hands on
*Specific to PE Majors*
HPER 319- 1 hour
observation
HPER 333- 4 hours hands
on
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Early Childhood
Special Education

Elementary Special
Education

Secondary Special
Education

Not counted in totals
EC 336- already counted in
EC major
SPED 497-60 hour
internship

SPED 351- 30 hours
hands on
SPED 383- 60 hours
hands on
SPED 385- 60 hours
hands on
SPED 387- 60 hours
hands on
Electives: (not counted in
totals)
EC 336- 4 hours
observation
EC 211- 12 hours
observation
HPER 333- 4 hours hands
on
EDUC 318 on campus- 18
hrs hands on
(elementary experience=
1.5 hrs/12 days)

SPED 400B- 5 weeks

SPED 400B- 5 weeks

SPED 400B- 5 weeks

FALL Experiences (Block
I/Block II)- 4.5 hrs hands
on (Rainbow Gardens)= 1.5
hrs/3days) (6 hrs- Pelican
Rapids)

-

15 weeks of student
teaching experience

-

60 hours of hands on
experience

-

0 hours of observation

-

210 hours of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

5 weeks of student
teaching experiences

-

0 hours of observation

-

232.5 (Fall) & 228 hours
(Spring) of hands on
experience/field
experiences

-

5 weeks of student
teaching experiences

SPED 351- 30 hours
hands on
SPED 383- 60 hours
hands on
SPED 385- 60 hours
hands on
SPED 387- 60 hours
hands on
*If seeking additional endorsements or certificates students must review the catalog for additional requirements.

Expectations of Students in Clinical Placements
1. Follow all Mayville State University policies;
2. Meet all requirements delineated within the catalogue and by the course instructors;
3. Keep scheduled appointment times with cooperating teachers and notify them ahead of time if
absent;
4. Follow all cooperating school policies;
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5. Wear identification badge during all placements and observations;
6. Follow school policy related to use of cell phone and electronic devices;
7. Remove caps when entering schools and leave it off for the duration of each visit;
8. Understand issues of personal liability;
9. Follow professional dress code;
10. Maintain confidentiality of all faculty/student communications or interactions that occur
during, or are associated with the experience. Students will adhere to the confidentiality
policies of the cooperating program and expectation of the university. Students will not discuss
their experience with anyone outside of their cooperating teacher, mentor, and professor.
Facebook, Twitter, and Texting photos or information about the children or families is
prohibited. Violation of the confidentiality policy will result in termination from the
experience;
11. Check with the cooperating school for photo/video/social media permissions;
12. Adhere and uphold the Code of Professional Conduct for Educators (Article 67.1-03, State of
ND, Code of Professional Conduct for Educators)
One way in which candidates progressing in the teacher education program are evaluated is through
the electronic portfolio process (see Appendix C). All students are required to purchase software that
enables them to create an electronic portfolio. During many education classes, students will begin to
store artifacts (visual presentations, research papers, lesson plans) that can be used to show their
attainment of knowledge, skills and dispositions throughout their teacher education training. Artifacts
will be reviewed periodically to assure that they support the 10 InTASC principles. A final formal
portfolio review and presentation will be completed at the conclusion of the Clinical
Experience/Student Teaching Experience and will be open to the public. (see Appendix C)
The Clinical Experience/Student Teaching Experience is the capstone of the professional education
program. It includes a research-based supervisory process and mandatory, reflective practice seminars
and/or workshops on campus throughout the experience. Seminar topics focus on the student teachers’
experiences and interests for discussion and reflection. Student teachers are supported in their work
with issues such as: classroom management, discipline, multiculturalism and diversity in the
classroom, assessment, developing professional relationships, continued education, professional
licensure requirements, behavior and mental health issues, and ethical issues in education. Electronic
Portfolio, Assessment, and Seminar (EDUC 401) finalizes the creation of a web-based portfolio and
provides a vehicle to showcase academic achievements. EDUC 401 course is required concurrently
with Student Teaching (EDUC 400).
The goal of the teacher education program is that Mayville State University graduates comprehend and
demonstrate the content, pedagogical and professional knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to
help all students learn, including students with exceptionalities and of different ethnic, racial, gender,
language, religious, socioeconomic and regional/geographical origins.
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II. Teacher Education Conceptual Model

The Reflective Experiential Teacher Model

The Reflective Experiential Teacher conceptual framework was designed and adopted by the unit in 1990.
Use of the framework supports the inclusion of effective, research-based teaching strategies throughout
the unit. It is based upon a belief that teacher candidates develop the ability to reflect on and apply current
research findings, theoretical knowledge, and effective teaching practices. Candidates learn how to use
inquiry to question and test hypotheses in simulated and clinical experiences with subsequent reflective
exercises that develop their ability to analyze and think critically. Recognizing that growth is fundamental
to teaching and learning, the unit critically reviewed the model in June 2014. This resulted in
acknowledgment of the frameworks continued value in support of standards-based learning outcomes
candidates are expected to meet. The framework is used to guide continual improvement based upon
adopted assessment procedures, research, and the Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
(InTASC) standards. In addition to developing skills in communication, collaboration, critical thinking
and creativity, designated as the 4 C’s of 21st century learning (Beers, 2011; Hayes Jacobs, 2010) two
additional ‘C’s, competency and culture, were deemed critical to the quality criteria representative of
Mayville State University’s Teacher Education Program.
Rationale for the Reflective Experiential Teacher

Student Learning Outcomes (SLO’s) within the Division of Education (see Program SLO’s, p. 16)
provide the foundation for teaching and learning with a focus on 21st century skills. SLO’s were developed
from research on educator preparation (InTASC) and provide the foundation for framing Mayville State
University’s Educator Preparation Program using The Reflective Experiential Teacher Model. Additional
content area SLO’s established for secondary education majors serve as measures for those programs (see
SLO’s, p. 16-18). The acquisition of competencies in knowledge, skills and disposition to become a
professional educator require teacher candidates to think critically and reflectively on theory, practices, and
experiences within social, cultural and environmental contexts for teaching and learning. The Teacher
Education Committee identified outcomes for teacher candidates to embrace the importance of critical
thinking skills, the application of bringing theory to practice using acquired knowledge and skills, and
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developing a positive self-concept, self-esteem and attitude towards teaching and learning. To ensure these
outcomes are met, the framework used by the Teacher Education Program is The Reflective Experiential
Teacher Model which supports the characteristics and needs of the students in the Teacher Education Program.
Faculty guide teacher candidates to develop reflective abilities throughout their specific education programs
with “critical input experiences” (Marzano, 2007) supported by instructor modeling and subsequent
opportunities for teacher candidates to practice in both classroom and clinical experiences. The completion of
several clinical and field experiences in diverse, multi-cultural contexts throughout education degree programs
add a comprehensive approach to the teacher candidate’s growth and learning within The Reflective
Experiential Teacher Model framework. Candidates observe a variety of instructional techniques used by
teachers in P-12 classrooms and reflectively learn to appreciate the connections they make between theory
learned and strategies observed and practiced. Reflection, defined within the framework, is an active process
that promotes learning; An idea Dewey (1933) agreed with defining reflection as “active, persistent and
careful consideration of any belief of supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it
and the further conclusion to which it tends” (p. 9).

The inclusion of clinical and field experiences throughout the Teacher Education Program supports
teacher candidates in changing their frame of reference, or habits of mind (Cranton, 2006) becoming more
perceptive to reflectively think comprehensively and inclusively about experiences. Mezirow’s (1997)
transformative learning theory (TL) recognizes the growth of a learner in the type of meaningful
understandings Wiggins and McTighe (2005) discuss with the 6 facets of understanding used to ground
teacher candidate’s work with lesson planning that focuses on the inclusion of multiple perspectives and
critical thinking. Transformative learning, a “uniquely adult” learning theory (Taylor as cited in Cranton,
2006, p. 52) revolves around two elements: critical reflection and critical discourse (Kitchenham, 2008).
The Reflective Experiential Teacher Model is supported by research on transformative learning as the
elements of reflection and dialogue are evidenced throughout instruction and clinical experiences of
Mayville State University’s Teacher Education Program. Teacher candidates at Mayville State University
have experienced teaching and learning throughout their preparatory years in school, many coming from
small, rural communities in North Dakota and insights on teaching and learning may be limited when
students begin the Teacher Education Program. Teacher candidates draw upon their background
knowledge and transform their ideologies of teaching and learning when studied theory, research-based
practices and experiences lead them to new understandings.
The Reflective Experiential Teacher Model is used to frame the development of courses and learning
experiences in the Teacher Education Program which are measured in the Student Learning Outcomes
(SLO’s) that have been developed by the Teacher Education Committee. All SLO’s are measured by
rigorous course and program reviews in a comprehensive assessment system to guide continued
improvement and development based upon reflective analysis of student data.
Education Program Student Learning Outcomes:
These SLOs were formed to reflect CAEP categories in Standard 1.1 and the requirements of all ND teacher
evaluation systems to be based on the four general categories of InTASC standards.

SLO 1: Learner & Learning: Students understand diversity in learning and developmental processes and
create supportive and safe learning environments for students to thrive.
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SLO 2: Content: Students understand subject matter deeply and flexibly so they can advance their
students’ learning, address misconceptions and apply ideas to everyday life.
SLO 3: Instructional Practice: Students will plan instruction, utilize effective instructional strategies and
technologies, and continuously assess students for mastery and decision-making purposes.
SLO 4: Professional Responsibility: Students will take responsibility for student learning, collaborative
relationships, their own professional growth, and the advancement of the profession.
SLO’s for specific secondary content programs can be found on the MSU website at
www.mayvillestate.edu by clicking About MSU, More Info, and Assessment.
Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium Standards: (InTASC)
The InTASC model core teaching standards outline what teachers should know and be able to do to ensure every K12 student reaches the goal of being ready to enter college or the workforce in today’s world. These standards
outline the common principles and foundations of teaching practice that cut across all subject areas and grade levels
and that are necessary to improve student achievement. Mayville State University Teacher Education Program uses
the InTASC standards as a guide to measure teacher candidate competencies.

1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium Standards (InTASC)
Learner Development: The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing that
patterns of learning and development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic, social,
emotional, and physical areas, and designs and implements developmentally appropriate and challenging
learning experiences.
Learning Differences: The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and
communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet high standards
Learning Environments: The teacher works with others to create environments that support individual
and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning,
and self-motivation.
Content Knowledge: The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the
discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of the discipline
accessible and meaningful for learners to assure mastery of the content.
Application of Content: The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use differing perspectives
to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative problem solving related to authentic
local and global issues.
Assessment: The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to engage learners in
their own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making.
Planning for Instruction: The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous
learning goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and
pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and the community context ..
Instructional Strategies: The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to
encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build
skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways.
Professional Learning and Ethical Practice: The teacher engages in ongoing professional learning and
uses evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, particularly the effects of his/her choices and
actions on others (learners, families, other professionals, and the community), and adapts practice to
meet the needs of each learner.
Leadership and Collaboration: The teacher seeks appropriate leadership roles and opportunities to take
responsibility for student learning, to collaborate with learners, families, colleagues, other school
professionals, and community members to ensure learner growth, and to advance the profession.
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Objectives of the Teacher Education Program
The efforts of the Teacher Education Committee to strengthen and improve the teacher education program
are based on current best practice and research-based findings and resulting in the acceptance of a set of
objectives by the Teacher Education Committee which guide the development of the teacher education
program.
1. The Teacher Education Program is grounded in current research based teaching methods;
2. The Teacher Education Program will support the development of appropriate dispositions;
3. The Teacher Education Program includes modeling of effective teaching.
4. The Teacher Education Program supports the application of theory to practice.
5. The Teacher Education Program is responsible to develop and maintain strategic and professional
clinical partnerships;
6. The Teacher Education Program monitors the qualifications of cooperating teachers for all clinical
experiences;
7. The Teacher Education Program supports faculty development;
8. The Teacher Education Program will include learning experiences with outside experts in the field;
9. The Teacher Education Program promotes a technology enabled learning environment with pedagogy
and content knowledge;
10. The Teacher Education Program provides integrated curricular opportunities to raise teacher candidate
awareness of behavior and mental health issues in K-12 education;
11. The Teacher Education Program partners with state and school mentoring programs to support
candidate success;
12. The Teacher Education Program infuses reflective exercises throughout the program; and
13. The Teacher Education Program guides the teacher candidates’ professional development by providing
a learning environment conducive to critical dialogue on fundamental educational issues.

The procedure employed for adopting program objectives resulted from analysis, reconceptualization and
debate among members of the Teacher Education Committee.
Instructional Strategies of the Teacher Education Unit
The Teacher Education Unit researched instructional strategies that support teacher candidates in
developing the 6 C’s earlier referenced: communication, collaboration, critical thinking, creativity,
competencies and culture. With a focus on developing knowledge, skills, and critical attributes of teacher
candidates, the Teacher Education Unit also provides learning activities that enhance teacher candidate’s
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understanding of cultural and linguistic diversity. Instructional strategies used within the program
supports work with each of the 6 C’s noted above.
The teacher education unit regularly researches teaching practices and reflects upon current use of
research-based teaching strategies. Faculty select and implement one or more models and strategies of
instruction to match the learning objectives of the courses they teach and the teacher candidates’ learning
needs. Models for instruction and strategies used within the teacher education program are briefly
described below. It is the goal of instructors within the Teacher Education Unit to use these identified
models and strategies to support students’ cognitive processes associated with learning while focusing on
critical thinking, questioning, inductive and deductive reasoning, problem solving, planning and recall.


Direct: Instruction strategies that are teacher led to provide structure and sequence throughout the
teaching or presentation. Instructors frequently pair direct instruction with other instructional
models and strategies. Direct instruction positively impacts student achievement (Hattie, 2009).
Associated strategies include:
o Explicit teaching
o Drill and practice
o Lecture
o Demonstrations
o Guided practice for reading, listening, viewing



Indirect: A student-centered approach to teaching that warrants high levels of student
engagement. Teachers support and facilitate learning by providing learning environments that
encourage decision-making, critical thinking, and other independent learning skills. Indirect
instructional strategies positively influence student achievement and attitudes towards study
(Strobel & van Barneveld, 2009; Orlich et al., 2013).
o Problem solving
o
o
o
o
o

Inquiry
Case studies
Concept mapping
Reading for meaning
Cloze procedures



Independent: Students actively construct learning as they develop self-reliant skills in while guided or
supervised by an instructor (ETS, 2014).
o Learning contracts
o Research projects
o Learning centers
o Computer supported instruction
o Distance learning



Experiential: A student-centered model, experiential learning supports the application and analysis of
concepts as students enter into learning experiences designed for the student by the teacher, or created by
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the student. This type of learning is active, constructive and complex when reflection is a part of the
experience (Dewey, 1938, Marzano, 2007).
o Role play
o Simulation
o Field trips
o Research process
o Experiments
o Practicums, clinical experiences, student teaching
o Games
o Observations


Interactive: Students and teachers share through participation and discussion in this model of instruction.
Students and teachers develop skills in listening, observation, interpersonal skills and interventions (Byers
et al., 2009) which promote positive learning attitudes and enhance relationship building skills (Hattie,
2009).
o Cooperative learning groups
o Discussions
o Peer practice
o Debates
o Interviews
o Brainstorming

The following matrix identifies how the Models of Instruction interact with the Teacher Education Unit’s
Conceptual Framework: The Reflective Experiential Teacher Model along with 21st Century Skills as
identified by Beers (2011).

21st Century
Skills
Collaboration
Communication
Critical
Thinking
Creativity
Cultural
Awareness
Competencies

Models of Instruction
Direct Indirect Independent Experiential Interactive
/X
X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X
X/X

/X
X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X
X/X

MaSU Conceptual
Framework
Reflection
Reflection
Reflection

/X
X/X

X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X

X/X
X/X

Reflection
Reflection

X/X

X/X

X/X

X/X

X/X

Reflection

Curriculum Delivery
Teacher education candidates gain foundational understandings from a broad range of essential studies
courses, teacher preparation courses and clinical experiences prior to their student teaching experience.
Within the teacher education unit and throughout Mayville State University, the use of a variety of
instructional strategies positively enhance student learning.
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Mayville State University Diversity Competencies
Description: The knowledge, skills and dispositions that comprise diversity competencies at Mayville State
University are based on the recommendations of multiple sources on teaching standards as follows:








Marzano’s Evaluation Model
Danielson’s Framework For Teaching
Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium Model Teaching Standards
o Themes of (1) Cultural competence, (2) English Language Learners, (3) Individual differences, and
(4) Multiple perspectives
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Evaluation Standards
Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation Standards
Association of American Colleges & Universities Value Rubrics
Competencies from these sources were compiled, combined, and condensed to create a set of competencies that are
taught and measured in essential studies courses and throughout the teacher education program.
Teacher Candidate Diversity Goals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Recognize assets and needs of diverse learners
Understand cultural self-awareness and worldviews as they relate to teaching and learning decisions
Use knowledge of diversity to ensure learning experiences are differentiated to the needs of the learner
Reflect on context, multiple perspectives, actions and personal decisions as they related to diversity
Pursue information, resources and supports to meet the needs of diverse learners
Exhibit respect, openness and value of diversity across the spectrum of differences
Demonstrate actions consistent with the belief that all students are valued and can learn

Course Taught
EDUC 381

EDUC 381
EDUC 250
EDUC 380

EDUC 390

EDUC 380

EDUC 381

Knowledge Objectives
0(i) Explain exceptionalities and inclusion, EL & language acquisition,
ethnic/racial cultural and linguistic differences, gender differences, and
the impact of these factors on learning
0(j) Explain the potential impact of discrimination based on race, class,
gender, disability, sexual orientation and language on students learning
0(k) Identify students’ learning styles, skills, knowledge, language
proficiency and special needs
1(g) explain the role of language and culture in learning and knows how
to modify instruction to make language comprehensible and instruction
relevant, accessible, and challenging.
2(h) can give examples of students with exceptional needs, including
those associated with disabilities and giftedness, and knows how to use
strategies and resources to address these needs.
2(i) defines the second language acquisition processes and knows how
to incorporate instructional strategies and resources to support language
acquisition.
2(j) can give examples of assets for learning students bring based on
their individual experiences, abilities, talents, prior learning, and peer
and social group interactions, as well as language, culture, family, and
community values.

Assessment
(subject to change)
381 I Am Poem

381 Cultural Iceberg
Performance Activity
250 Learning Styles
Paper
380 Student Profile
with Can Do
Descriptors
390 Shadowing
Experience &
Reflection
380 Lesson Plan
Assignment
381 Philosophy of
Diversity Paper
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EDUC 381

EDUC 381
EDUC 381
EDUC 381
EDUC 422

EDUC 422

EDUC 290

2(k) can locate and access information about the values of diverse
cultures and communities and how to incorporate learners’ experiences,
cultures, and community resources into instruction.
3(l) explains how learner diversity can affect communication and knows
how to communicate effectively in differing environments.
4(m) explains how to integrate culturally relevant content to build on
learners’ background knowledge.
5(p) explains how to access resources to build global awareness and
how to integrate them into curriculum.
6(k) describes the range of types and purposes of assessment and how to
design, adapt, or select appropriate assessments to address specific
learning goals and individual differences, and to minimize sources of
bias.
6(p) explains how to prepare learners for assessments and how to make
accommodations in assessments and testing conditions, especially for
learners with disabilities and language learning needs.
7(i) explains learning theory, human development, cultural diversity,
and individual differences and how these impact ongoing planning.

EDUC 390

7(j) comprehends the strengths and needs of individual learners and how
to plan instruction that is responsive to these strengths and needs.

Block 1
EDUC 480

7(k) outlines a range of evidence-based instructional strategies,
resources, and technological tools and how to use them effectively to
plan instruction that meets diverse learning needs.

EDUC 390

7(l) explains when and how to access resources and collaborate with
others to support student learning

Block 1
EDUC 480

7(m) discusses how to apply a range of developmentally, culturally, and
linguistically appropriate instructional strategies to achieve learning
goals.

Block 2
EDUC 480

8(l) explains when and how to use appropriate strategies to differentiate
instruction and engage all learners in complex thinking and meaningful
tasks.

EDUC 381

9(i) describes how personal identity, worldview, and prior experience
affect perceptions and expectations, and recognizes how they may bias
behaviors and interactions with others.
9(j) recalls laws related to learners’ rights and teacher responsibilities

EDUC 390
EDUC 381

EDUC 381

10(l) summarizes schools as organizations within a historical, cultural,
political, and social context and knows how to work with others across
the system to support learners
10(m) explains how alignment of family, school, and community
spheres of influence enhances student learning and that discontinuity in
these spheres of influence interferes with learning.

381 Multimedia
Reflection
381 Multimedia
Reflection
381 Teaching
Presentation
381 Teaching
Presentation
422 Evaluation Project

422 Evaluation Project

290 Learning &
Management Theories
Assignment
390 Chapter 1
Summarization
(repeated 5 times with
various student
scenarios)
Elem/EC: 301/318 4th
Grade Experience
Lesson Plans
Sec: 480 Philosophy of
Ed. Paper
390 Chapter 1
Summarization
(repeated 5 times with
various student
scenarios)
Elem/EC: 301/318
Grade Experience
Lesson Plans
Sec: 480 Philosophy of
Ed. Paper
Elem/EC: 302/319
Filed Experience
Lesson Plans
Sec: 480 Philosophy of
Ed. Paper
381 Cultural Iceberg
Performance Activity
390 Chapter 1 Review
Guide
381 Prejudice Book
Review
381 Course Grade
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Course Taught
EDUC 390

Skill Objectives
0(a) Demonstrate classroom behaviors that are consistent with the ideas
of fairness and belief that all students can learn

Assessment
InTASC Evaluation
9A-J

EDUC 381

0(b) Reflect on multicultural and global perspectives and practices in
schools and communities that draw on the histories, experiences, and
representations of students and families from diverse populations
0(c) Contextualize teaching

InTASC Evaluation
2E, 4D, 5I

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
EDUC 381
EDUC 381
EDUC 380

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
EDUC 390
Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
EDUC 381

EDUC 380

EDUC 390

EDUC 381

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
EDUC 272

EDUC 380

0(d) Confront issues of diversity that affect teaching and student
learning
0(e) Use students’ interests and background to produce a climate of
acceptance, respect, rapport and community
0(f) Identifies the needs of English Language Learners, special
education students, and student who come from home environments that
do not support learning and the adaptations that will be made to meet
those needs
0(g) Evaluate the effectiveness of specific pedagogical strategies and
behaviors across different categories of students
2(a) design, adapt, and deliver instruction to address each student’s
diverse learning strengths and needs and create opportunities for
students to demonstrate their learning in different ways.
2(b) make appropriate and timely provisions for individual students
with particular learning differences or needs.
2(c) design instruction to build on learners’ prior knowledge and
experiences
2(d) bring multiple perspectives to the discussion of content, including
attention to learners’ personal, family, and community experiences and
cultural norms.
2(e) incorporate tools of language development into planning and
instruction, including strategies for making content accessible to
English language learners and for evaluating and supporting their
development of English proficiency.
2(f) access resources, supports, and specialized assistance and services
to meet learning differences or needs.
3(f) communicate verbally and nonverbally in ways that demonstrate
respect for and responsiveness to the cultural backgrounds and differing
perspectives learners bring to the learning environment.
4(b) engage students in learning experiences in the discipline(s) that
encourage learners to understand, question, and analyze ideas from
diverse perspectives so that they master the content.
4(d) stimulate learner reflection on prior content knowledge, links new
concepts to familiar concepts, and makes connections to learners’
experiences.
4(g) use supplementary resources and technologies effectively to ensure
accessibility and relevance for all learners and 6(i) to engage learners
more fully and assess and address learner needs.
4(i) access school and/or district-based resources to evaluate the
learner’s knowledge in their primary language.

InTASC Evaluation
1A, 2A
InTASC Evaluation
10M, 10O
InTASC Evaluation
3A, 3G, 3H
InTASC Evaluation
2A,8A

InTASC Evaluation
7H, 9C
InTASC Evaluation
2A, 2B
InTASC Evaluation 2C
InTASC Evaluation 2D
InTASC Evaluation 2E

InTASC Evaluation
2F, 2G

InTASC Evaluation
2H, 4L, 7B, 8A, 8E,
9D, 9F, 10E
InTASC Evaluation
3G, 3H
InTASC Evaluation
2E, 4D, 5A, 5G
InTASC Evaluation
2D, 4G, 7F,
InTASC Evaluation
3G, 4L, 4M, 6I, 9D, 10I

InTASC Evaluation 4O
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Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480

5(a) develop and implements projects that guide learners in analyzing
the complexities of an issue or question using perspectives from varied
disciplines and cross-disciplinary skills
5(d) engage learners in questioning and challenging assumptions and
approaches in order to foster innovation and problem solving in local
and global contexts.
5(g) facilitate learners’ ability to develop diverse social and cultural
perspectives that expand their understanding of local and global issues
and create novel approaches to solving problems.
6(h) prepare all learners for the demands of particular assessment
formats and makes appropriate accommodations in assessments or
testing conditions, especially for learners with disabilities and language
learning needs.
7(e) plan collaboratively with professionals who have specialized
expertise to design and jointly deliver as appropriate learning
experiences to meet unique learning needs.
8(a) use appropriate strategies and resources to adapt instruction to the
needs of individuals and groups of learners.
9(e) reflect on his/her personal biases and accesses resources to deepen
his/her own understanding of cultural, ethnic, gender, and learning
differences to build stronger relationships and create more relevant
learning experiences.
0(h)Asks questions and probes responses of all students of different
abilities

InTASC Evaluation
5A, 5B

Course Taught
EDUC 250

Disposition Objectives
1(h) respect learners’ differing strengths and needs and is committed to
using this information to further each learner’s development and plan
effective instruction.

Assessment
MSU Disposition
Document #9, 11, 14,
15, 18

EDUC 250

2(l) believe that all learners can achieve at high levels and persists in
helping each learner reach his/her full potential.

EDUC 381

2(m) respect learners as individuals with differing personal and family
backgrounds and various skills, abilities, perspectives, talents, and
interests.
2(n) make learners feel valued and helps them learn to value each other.

MSU Dispositions
Document #9, 11, 14,
15 & 18
MSU Dispositions
Document #9, 11, 14,
15 & 18
MSU Dispositions
Document #9, 11, 14,
15 & 18
MSU Dispositions
Document #9, 11, 14,
15 & 18
MSU Dispositions
Document #8, 15, 16,
17
MSU Dispositions
Document #8, 15, 16,
17
MSU Dispositions
Document #8, 9, 11, 12,
15
MSU Dispositions
Document #8, 9, 11, 16

EDUC 381

EDUC 381

EDUC 422

EDUC 390

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 480
EDUC 381

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC481, 482, 483,
484 or 485

EDUC 250

EDUC 380

2(o) value diverse languages and dialects and seeks to integrate them
into his/her instructional practice to engage students in learning.

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 481, 482, 483,
484 or 485
Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC 481, 482, 483,
484 or 485
EDUC 390
EDUC 381

4(o) realize that content knowledge is not a fixed body of facts but is
complex, culturally situated, and ever evolving.

Block 1 & Block 2
EDUC480 and 481,
482, 483, 484 or 485

4(p) appreciate multiple perspectives within the discipline and facilitates
learners’ critical analysis of these perspectives.
6(u) committed to making accommodations in assessments and testing
conditions, especially for learners with disabilities and language
learning needs.
7(q) believes that plans must always be open to adjustment and revision
based on learner needs and changing circumstances.

InTASC Evaluation 5E

InTASC Evaluation
2E, 4D, 5A, 5B, 5I
InTASC Evaluation
6M, 6N

InTASC Evaluation
1F, 7G, 9D, 10B,
InTASC Evaluation
2A, 8A, 9C
InTASC Evaluation
9E, 9F

InTASC Evaluation 8I,
8L
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EDUC 390

8(p) committed to deepening awareness and understanding the strengths
and needs of diverse learners when planning and adjusting instruction.

EDUC 390

8(s) value flexibility and reciprocity in the teaching process as necessary
for adapting instruction to learner responses, ideas, and needs.

EDUC 381

9(m) committed to deepening understanding of his/her own frames of
reference, the potential biases in these frames, and their impact on
expectations for and relationships with learners and their families.

MSU Disposition
Document #8, 9, 11, 14,
15, 18
MSU Disposition
Document #8, 9, 11, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18
MSU Disposition
Document #6, 11, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18

Mayville State University Technology Competencies
Description: The knowledge, skills and dispositions that comprise technology competencies at Mayville State
University are based on the recommendations of multiple sources on technology use in education (see References
and list below):







Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium Model Teaching Standards
o Themes of (1) Communication, (2) Critical Thinking & Problem Solving, (3) Technology, and (4)
Use of Data to Support Learning
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Evaluation Standards
Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation Standards
Association of American Colleges & Universities Value Rubrics
o Themes of Critical Thinking and Information Literacy
International Society for Technology Education (ISTE): NETS.S & NETS.T
Competencies from these sources were compiled, combined, and condensed to create a set of competencies that are
taught and measured in essential studies courses and throughout the teacher education program.

Teacher Candidate Technology Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify issues and trends in educational technology
Evaluates technology resources for quality, accuracy, and effectiveness
Applies strategies to become a technology-using teacher
Align learning goals and objectives with digitally responsible & ethical use of technology
Use technology to support planning, differentiation, implementation, and evaluation of student
learning experiences
Engages learners in using a range of learning skills and technology tools to access, interpret,
evaluate, and apply information
Supports skill development and content knowledge through media and technology
Promote learner success with using appropriate technologies for diverse learners
Enrich professional practice through effective use of digital tools and resources

Specific learning objectives based on these goals are forthcoming. Continued development of curriculum
mapped competencies, instructional activities and key assessments are ongoing.
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Course Taught
EDUC 272

EDUC 272

EDUC 272
EDUC 272

EDUC 272
EDUC 272

Course Taught
EDUC 272

EDUC 272
Block 1 & Block
2
EDUC 480
Block 1 & Block
2
EDUC 481, 482,
483, 484, 485
Block 1 & Block
2
EDUC 480
EDUC 272
EDUC 272
EDUC 272

EDUC 272

EDUC 381

EDUC 390

Knowledge Objectives
3(m-1) The teacher explains how to use technologies. (Goals 1, 9)
3(m-2) The teacher knows how to guide learners to apply technologies in
appropriate, safe, and effective ways. (Goals 5, 6, 7, 8)
5(k-1) The teacher recognizes the demands of accessing and managing
information. (Goals 1, 6)
5(k-2) The teacher can identify issues of ethics and quality related to
information and its use. (Goals 2, 4)
5(l) The teacher identify digital and interactive technologies for efficiently
and effectively achieving specific learning goals. (Goals 3, 5, 7, 8)
7(k-1) The teacher identify a range of evidence-based instructional
strategies, resources, and technological tools. (Goals 1, 4, 9)
7(k-2) The teacher gives examples of evidence-based instructional
strategies, resources, and technological tools effectively to plan instruction
that meets diverse learning needs. (Goals 3, 5, 6, 8)
8(n) The teacher identifies a wide variety of resources, including human and
technological, to engage students in learning. (Goals 3, 5, 6)
8(o-1) The teacher explains how content and skill development can be
supported by media and technology. (Goals 1, 3, 7)

Assessment
Technology
Demonstration

Skills Objectives
3(g) The teacher guides learners in the responsible use of interactive
technologies to extend the possibilities for learning locally and globally.
(Goals 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
3(h) The teacher develops learner capacity to collaborate in face-to-face and
virtual environments (Goals 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
4(g) The teacher uses supplementary resources and technologies effectively
to ensure accessibility and relevance for all learners. (Goals 2, 3, 5, 8, 9)

Assessment
InTASC 3I

5(c) The teacher facilitates learners’ use of current tools and resources to
maximize content learning in varied contexts. (Goals 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

InTASC 5D

6(i) The teacher seeks appropriate ways to employ technology to support
assessment practice (Goals 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9)

InTASC 6O1, 6O2,
6O3, 6O4

8(g) The teacher engages learners in using a range of technology tools to
access, interpret, evaluate, and apply information. (Goals 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
8(o-2) The teacher evaluates media and technology resources for quality,
accuracy, and effectiveness. (Goal 2)
9(d) The teacher actively seeks technological resources, within and outside
the school, as supports for analysis, reflection, and problem-solving. (Goals
1, 9)
9(f-1) The teacher advocates and demonstrates safe, legal, and ethical use of
technology.
9(f-2) The teacher advocates and demonstrates safe, legal, and respectful use
of social media. (Goals 1, 2, 3, 4)
10(g) The teacher uses technological tools to build local and global learning
communities that engage learners, families, and colleagues. (Goals 3, 4, 6, 7,
9)
10(n) The teacher collaborates appropriately in both face-to-face and virtual
contexts. (Goals 3, 5, 9)

InTASC 8J

Social Bookmarking
Project

Digital Identity
Digital Identity

Technology
Demonstration
Technology
Demonstration

InTASC 3J1, 3J2
InTASC 4L, 4M

Technology
Demonstration
InTASC 9D1, 9D2,
9D3
InTASC 9H1, 9H2,
9H3, 9I1, 9I2, 9I3, 9J1,
9J2, 9J3
InTASC 10I

InTASC 10F & 10H
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Course Taught
EDUC 250
EDUC 272

Dispositions Objectives
8(q-2) The teacher encourages learners to develop and use multiple forms of
communication. (Goal 6,7,8)
8(r) The teacher is committed to exploring how the use of new and emerging
technologies can support and promote student learning. (Goal 1,2,5,7,9)

Assessment
Disposition Document
#9, 11, 14
Disposition Document
#17, 19

Program Outcome Characteristics
As a result of adopting and implementing the Reflective Experiential Teacher Model, the following
program characteristics have emerged:
1. There is an increased coherence between the professional studies and specialty methods faculty in the
matter of research-based goals, objectives and future directions for the teacher education program;
2. School-Based Field Experiences are a part of each special methods course for both elementary and
secondary majors and ensure that reflection and informed feedback are an integral part of the
program;
3. All faculty that supervise field experiences have received training and will continue to be updated on
developing observation skills for evaluating and conferring with the candidate;
4. The University provides a faculty development program to update the professional faculty on current
research and instructional strategies;
5. The Unit will continue collaborative efforts with area organizations and local school districts to plan
for and provide in-service training for area school districts.
6. Periodic seminars designed to foster collaborative, reflective thinking about the student teaching
experience are critical to the student teaching program;
7. All courses and field experience activities are guided by a set of student learning outcomes;
8. Evaluations of clinical experiences and student teaching experiences reflect progress towards
acceptable standards of understandings and practices;
9. All professional and pedagogical/ clinical courses will be guided by syllabi which reflect the
knowledge base and are supported by research-based studies;
10. The professional education program and the local school districts are engaged in collaborative efforts
to guide program direction and evaluation.
Course Syllabi
To support and make transparent the philosophy, goals, objectives, instructional strategies, and course
changes from analysis of assessment data demonstrating the inherent use of the Reflective Experiential
Teacher Model, it is imperative that all elements are reflected throughout the program and within course
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design. There are required components to be outlined in each syllabus at Mayville State University.
Courses in the Teacher Education Program have further requirements for each syllabus as listed:
1. Course Identification as a Mayville State University course.
2. Course Information: Course name, prefix and number, semester hours, semester year, instructor name, contact
information, hours of availability, instruction mode, time zone, and meeting times and location.
3. Course Description: Describes the major elements of the course, if the course is introductory or advanced and
identifies pre- or co-requisites.
4. Purpose: The purpose of the course includes the general relationship of the course to the knowledge base of the
Professional Education Courses and the specialty methods courses.
5. Conceptual Framework: Teacher education courses are based upon the Conceptual Framework: Reflective
Experiential Teacher.
6. Course Objectives: A statement of goals, objectives, skills and understandings that pre-service students should
acquire from the course. Including references to INTASC Standards applicable to your course.
7. Diversity Objective(s): One or more objectives used in course development and revision to support the development
of a teacher candidate’s diversity competencies.
8. Technology Objective(s): One or more objectives used in course development and revision to support the
development of a teacher candidate’s technology competencies.
9. Program SLO Outcomes: Outcomes specify what students will know, be able to do or be able to demonstrate when
they have completed or participated in the course. Outcomes are usually expressed as knowledge, skills, attitudes or
values.
10. Course Improvements Based on Most Recent Assessment Findings: A statement indicating changes made in the
course based on data.
11. Required/Recommended Materials: Denotes the required textbook, handouts and other materials needed by the
students to meet the requirements of the course. Content of reading should also reflect the knowledge base
underlying the purpose of the course.
12. Instructional Strategies: Facilitation of student interaction with the goals and objectives of the knowledge base.
Instructional strategies and assignments are conducted in a manner that engages the students in the Reflective
Experiential Model.
13. Learning Experiences: Learning experiences focus on a variety of instructional strategies to engage student in
critical and reflective thought.
14. Instructional Technologies Utlized in this Course: Technologies used during this course: Moodle, Blackboard
Collaborate, Blackboard Instant Messenger, Tegrity, IVN, Atomic Learning, etc.
15. Expectations/Protocols (required for online courses)
16. Instructor/Student Communication: Description of what is expected of students and what they should expect from
you.
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17. Method of Evaluation/Grading: Grading and evaluation procedures are described to clarify how and when
evaluation occurs and how final grading is determined.
18. Enrollment Verification (required for online courses)
19. Proctor Notification (required for online courses) Faculty who use proctors must notify students that a proctor is
required.
20. Course Timeline/Schedule (required for online courses)
21. Important Student Information on: English Proficiency and other Academic Concerns, Students with Disabilities,
Academic Honesty, Emergency Notification, Continuity of Academic Instruction for a Pandemic or Emergency, and
FERPA.
22. References: Each course syllabus includes a list of resources related to the course.

Evaluation and Assessment
A multi-level evaluation system is in place to determine the degree to which Mayville State University’s
Teacher Education Program’s goals and objectives are met. These include:
 Basic skills Assessment for incoming freshman (ACT)
 Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators
 Praxis ll Subject Area Assessment for each content area and the Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT)
Go to: www.ETS.org for more information on these specific tests
 InTASC Evaluation (see Appendix A)
 Disposition Evaluation (see Appendix B)
The InTASC and Dispositions evaluations are regularly used to assess the progress of teacher candidates
throughout the program in their clinical experiences and student teaching. Refer to the Competency Data
Collection matrix to see when these evaluations are scheduled.
 Faculty will also complete a disposition evaluation in the following circumstances:
o A violation of ND Century Code Article 67.1-03 Code of Professional Conduct for Educators (see
Appendix b)
o A violation of ND Century Code Chapter 15.1-15-07 Discharge for Cause- Grounds (see Appendix
b)
o A violation of the University’s Code of Student Conduct (see Student Handbook, p. 31)
o Complete an extra disposition when a student’s behaviors or communications warrant evaluation
and reflection.
 10 key program assessments
 Faculty generated assessments including performance assessments and examinations.
 Student evaluations of Faculty
 3-Part Portfolio Checkpoint Evaluations
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MSU Division of Education: Competency Data Collection
Course
Semester
Program
Measure
EDUC 250

EDUC 272

Fall, Spring

Fall, Spring

All

All

Disposition Evaluation
#1- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#1- Instructor
Portfolio Checkpoint #1

Key Assessment

Target
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.0
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3.0 with no indicators below 3.0
Portfolio: Complete
Acceptable Target: 29 or higher out of a
total of 60 points
Ideal Target: 45 or higher out a total of 60
points

EDUC 290

Fall, Spring
Summer

All

Key Assessment

Acceptable Target: Project Presentation
Acceptable – 29- 36 points
Paper Rubric
Acceptable- 15- 18 points
Ideal Target:
Project Presentation:
Ideal- 37-52 points

EDUC 380

EDUC 381

Fall, Spring
Summer

Fall, Spring
Summer

All

All

Key Assessment

Key Assessment
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructor

Paper Rubric
Ideal- 19-24 points
Acceptable Target: Rubric score of 101 or
higher out of 150 total points.
Ideal Target: Rubric score of 111 or
higher out of 150 total points.
Acceptable Target: C or higher on the key
assessment using the established rubric.
Ideal Target: B or higher on the key
assessment using the established rubric.
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5

EDUC 390

Fall, Spring
Summer

All

Key Assessment
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructor

Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Acceptable Target: rubric score of 15-20
points out of 20 total points.
Ideal Target: An ideal target is all
students score 18-20 out of 20 total
points.
Target: Minimum average score of 3 with
no indicators below 2.5
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EDUC 422

Fall, Spring
Summer

All

Key Assessment

Block I On
Campus
*EDUC 301
*EDUC 318
*EDUC 307
*SCNC 321
*EDUC 324

Spring

Elementary
ECE

InTASC Evaluation #1Self
InTASC Evaluation #1Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors

Block I
Distance
*EDUC 301
*EDUC 318

Block II On
Campus
*EDUC 302
*EDUC 319
*EDUC 325
*HPER 319

Block II
Distance
*EDUC 302
*EDUC 319

Fall

Fall

Spring

Elementary
ECE

Elementary
ECE

Elementary
ECE

InTASC Evaluation #1Self
InTASC Evaluation #1Instructors
InTASC Evaluation #1Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
InTASC Evaluation #2Self
InTASC Evaluation #2Instructors
InTASC Evaluation #2Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
Portfolio Checkpoint #2

InTASC Evaluation #2Self
InTASC Evaluation #2Instructors
InTASC Evaluation #2Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self

Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Acceptable Target: Rubric score of 56-75
Ideal Target: Rubric score of 76-100
InTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
INTASC Ideal Target: Minimum average
score of 3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
InTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
INTASC Ideal Target: Minimum average
score of 3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
INTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Portfolio: Met
INTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
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Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
Portfolio Checkpoint #2

General
Methods
*EDUC 480

Secondary
Methods
*EDUC 398
*EDUC 481485

SPED 383
Intellectual
Disabilities

SPED 385
Emotional
Disabilities

Spring

Fall

Fall- Online

SpringOnline

Secondary

Secondary

Elementary &
Secondary
Special
Education

Elementary &
Secondary
Special
Education

InTASC Evaluation #1Self
InTASC Evaluation #1Instructors
InTASC Evaluation #1Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
Portfolio Checkpoint #2

InTASC Evaluation #2Self
InTASC Evaluation #2Instructors
InTASC Evaluation #2Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Instructors
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor

Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2 - Instructor
CEC Skills EvaluationSelf
CEC Skills EvaluationField Mentor
CEC Skills EvaluationInstructor

Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor

average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Portfolio: Met
InTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
INTASC Ideal Target: Minimum average
score of 3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Portfolio: Met
INTASC Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Ideal Target: Minimum average score of
3 with no indicators below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
CEC Skills Acceptable: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
CEC Skills Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
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Disposition Evaluation
#2 - Instructor
CEC Skills EvaluationSelf
CEC Skills EvaluationField Mentor
CEC Skills EvaluationInstructor

SPED 387
Learning
Disabilities

SPED 497
Special Needs
Internship

Fall- On
Campus
SpringOnline

Fall, Spring,
Summer

Elementary &
Secondary
Special
Education

Elementary,
Secondary, &
ECE Special
Education

Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
Disposition Evaluation
#2 - Instructor
CEC Skills EvaluationSelf
CEC Skills EvaluationField Mentor
CEC Skills EvaluationInstructor

Disposition Evaluation
#2- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#2- Field Mentor
CEC Skills EvaluationSelf
CEC Skills EvaluationField Mentor

Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
CEC Skills Acceptable: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
CEC Skills Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
CEC Skills Acceptable: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.
CEC Skills Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 2.5
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
CEC Skills Acceptable: Minimum
average score of 2.5 with no indicators
below 2.

EDUC 400

Fall, Spring

All

InTASC Evaluation #3Cooperating Teacher
InTASC Evaluation #3University Supervisor
STOT Evaluation- Self
STOT EvaluationCooperating Teacher
STOT EvaluationUniversity Supervisor
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Cooperating Teacher

CEC Skills Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
INTASC Acceptable: Minimum average
score of 3 with no indicators below 3.
INTASC Skills Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3.5 with no indicators
below 3.5
STOT Acceptable: Minimum average
score of 3 with no indicators below 3.
STOT Ideal Target: Minimum average
score of 3.5 with no indicators below 3.5
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EDUC 400A

Fall, Spring

Double Majors
Kindergarten
Endorsement

SPED 400B

Fall, Spring

Special
Education
Majors

Disposition Evaluation
#3- University
Supervisor
2 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- Self
2 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- Cooperating
Teacher
2 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- University
Supervisor
Suggested Final GradeCooperating Teacher
Suggested Final GradeUniversity Supervisor
Common Exit SurveySelf
Exit Form- Cooperating
Teacher
Exit Form- University
Supervisor
STOT Evaluation- Self
STOT EvaluationCooperating Teacher
STOT EvaluationUniversity Supervisor
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Cooperating Teacher
Disposition Evaluation
#3- University
Supervisor
1 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- Self
1 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- Cooperating
Teacher
1 Lesson Plan
Evaluations- University
Supervisor
Suggested Final GradeCooperating Teacher
Suggested Final GradeUniversity Supervisor
Exit Form- Cooperating
Teacher
Exit Form- University
Supervisor
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Self
Disposition Evaluation
#3- Cooperating Teacher

Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3.5 with no indicators
below 3.5
Lesson Plan Acceptable Target: All
individual scores are 2.75 or higher
Lesson Plan Ideal Target: All individual
scores are 3 or higher

See EDUC 400

CEC Skills and Ethics Acceptable:
Minimum average score of 3 with no
indicators below 3.
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EDUC 401

Fall, Spring

All

Disposition Evaluation
#3- University
Supervisor
CEC Ethics- Self
CEC Ethics- Cooperating
Teacher
CEC Ethics- University
Supervisor
CEC Skills- Self
CEC Skills- Cooperating
Teacher
CEC Skills- University
Supervisor
Suggested Final GradeCooperating Teacher
Suggested Final GradeUniversity Supervisor
Exit Form- Cooperating
Teacher
Exit Form- University
Supervisor
Portfolio Checkpoint #3

CEC Skills and Ethics Ideal Target:
Minimum average score of 3.5 with no
indicators below 3.5
Disposition Acceptable Target: Minimum
average score of 3 with no indicators
below 3
Disposition Ideal Target: Minimum
average score of 3.5 with no indicators
below 3.5

Acceptable Target: 168 or higher (mid-C
grade) on the rubric out of a total of 235
Ideal Target: 212 or higher (A grade) on
the rubric out of a total of 235
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III. Educator Preparation Program
Criteria for Admission to Teacher Education
Students intending to earn a teaching certificate in conjunction with a degree must complete and submit a
formal application to the Teacher Education Program. The student will complete necessary Teacher
Education forms in EDUC 250 (see Appendix D). Students who have not been admitted to the
program will have limited course offerings at or beyond the 300 level.
1. Display satisfactory skills as demonstrated by successful completion of the following courses with
these minimum grades:
a. ENGL 110- College Composition I
C
b. ENGL 120- College Composition II
C
c. Or ENGL 125- Business and Technical Writing
C
d. MATH 103- College Algebra
C
e. COMM 110- Fundamentals of Public Speaking
C
f. PSYC 111- Introduction to Psychology
C
g. PSYC 255- Child & Adolescent Psychology
C
h. EDUC 250- Intro to Education
B
2. Successfully complete the Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators test prior to admission to
Teacher Education with scores that:
a. meet the passing score of 156 for Core Academic Skills for Educators: Reading (5712),
meet the passing score of 160 for Core Academic Skills for Educators: Writing (5722), and
meet the passing score of 150 for Core Academic Skills for Educators: Mathematics (5732)
or
b. meet a composite score of 466 with no score being below the minimum set for each test;
test minimums: 149 for Core Academic Skills for Educators: Reading (5712), 153 for Core
Academic Skills for Educators: Writing (5722), and 143 for Core Academic Skills for
Educators: Mathematics (5732)
3. Attain a cumulative grade point average of 2.75;
4. Admission Interview;
5. Consideration of recommendations from faculty, staff, or other references;
6. Proof of current student liability insurance;
7. Proof of fingerprinting and a background check clearance; and
8. Receive final approval from the Subcommittee of Admission and Retention when all criteria are
met.
Certification and licensure requirements for teachers are impacted by changes in rules and
regulations at the institutional, state, and federal levels. It is the teacher education candidate’s
responsibility to be aware of these changes and their potential effects on employability.
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Fingerprinting
Fingerprinting is required for all students taking any course that includes a practicum. Proof of a passed
background check is required prior to official admission in the teacher education program. Students are
required to:
1. Request a fingerprinting packet from the Division of Education by emailing
education@mayvillestate.edu or stopping by Office 116C.
2. Complete the fingerprinting process as stated in the obtained packet; and
3. Provide proof of a clear background check (via TaskStream) continuously through the program
(background checks are valid for 18 months so more than one background check may be required).
Student Liability Insurance Requirement
Students are required to obtain liability insurance prior to completing their EDUC 298 clinical placement
and maintain liability insurance in any course that contains a clinical experience for any teacher education
program. Liability insurance is required throughout the student teaching experience.
Name Badge Requirement
Teacher candidates are required to wear a name badge lanyard when a candidate is attending any offcampus clinical experience including in-school observations or field experiences, or on-campus events that
they are directed by their instructors to wear identification. Name badge lanyards are to be worn each day
a teacher candidate is completing any off-campus experience.
Name badge lanyards must be purchased from the MSU bookstore:
http://www.mayvillestatebookstore.com/home or call (701) 788-4823 or 1 (800) 437-4104 ext.34823.
The name badge template for printing can be found within BlackBoard course shells in any course that has
experiences requiring students to wear a name badge.
Teacher candidates are responsible to obtain the lanyard from the MSU Bookstore and print the name
badge from the template.
Professional Development Expectations
Throughout the Teacher Education Program several professional development events will be held on and
off campus that teacher candidates will be expected to attend. Candidates will be informed of these
events by their instructors and the events may or may not be noted in syllabi. Events will vary each
semester and may be held on dates outside of the regular university schedule.
Transfer Students
Transfer students must contact the Division of Education (Education Building 116C or
education@mayvillestate.edu) during their first semester to complete required forms and receive
information about the purchase and use of TaskStream.
Degree seeking, non-degree seeking, and students with prior degree(s) will have their files reviewed on an
individual basis.
Continuance in Teacher Education
Admission to teacher education does not guarantee that the teacher education candidate will be retained in
the program. To continue in the Teacher Education program, the student must:
1. Maintain a cumulative grade point average of 2.75;
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2. Demonstrate expected dispositions including: Timeliness, attendance, dress and appearance,
attitude and composure, initiative, ethics and confidentiality, organization, flexibility, teacher
awareness, communication, sensitivity to diversity, assessment, cooperation/collaboration,
rapport/communication, self-reflective, responsiveness to feedback, lifelong learner, attitude
toward learners, ways to contribute; and
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3. Continue to obtain satisfactory recommendations from faculty, staff, and field-experience
supervisors. If requirements for continuance are not maintained, the Admission and Retention
Committee may recommend suspension from the program.
If any one of the above three criteria are not met, the Chair of the Division of Education will review and
may appoint a 3-person subcommittee of the Admission and Retention (A & R) Committee to review the
student file and relevant materials (InTASC evaluations, Disposition Evaluations, GPA, Coursework,
etc.). A determination of action will be made by the 3-person committee that may include: mentoring,
improvement plan, probation, suspension, or expulsion (see Appendices F, G, H, and I for related forms).
A recommendation of suspension or expulsion from the program will be moved to the full A&R
Committee.
Mentoring: The 3-person A & R subcommittee will assign a mentor faculty or staff with approval from
the Chair of A & R. The mentor & the 3-person A & R subcommittee will plan focused topics for
individual instruction during mentoring sessions based on the review of the student file and relevant
materials. The mentor and student will document all meetings using the MSU mentoring conference log
fillable form (see Appendix F). A minimum of 2 mentoring meetings are required. The mentor will
determine when to reconvene the 3-person A & R subcommittee for a decision on continuance in the
program.
Improvement Plan: If the 3-person A & R subcommittee determines an improvement plan is necessary
the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education will be notified and will contact the student and
academic advisor of the improvement plan requirement. The student will meet with their advisor to
review the improvement plan form (see Appendix G) to address issues of concern. The student will
develop an improvement plan within 10 calendar days using the designated form and present the plan to
the advisor for review and possible revision. When the student and advisor agree upon the developed
improvement plan, the plan document is forwarded to the 3-person A & R subcommittee for final review
and approval. The plan will be implemented and the student’s advisor will follow up with the student.
When the issue or concern has been resolved, the student and advisor will meet to document status of
resolution and submit the completed improvement plan to the 3-person A & R subcommittee and the
Dean and Chair of the Division of Education. If the issue or concern is not resolved the 3-person A & R
subcommittee will recommend further action. The student’s improvement plan will be kept in the
student’s education program file.
Probation: Any teacher candidate who has been placed on probation by the 3-person A & R
subcommittee must review and agree to the stipulations for probation. At the end of the semester the
teacher candidate’s progress will be evaluated by the 3-person A & R subcommittee to determine if the
teacher candidate should be removed from probation. If the teacher candidate has met all requirements for
probation, the probation status will be removed and the teacher candidate may continue in the teacher
education program. If the teacher candidate does not meet all requirements of probation, the matter will be
referred to the full Admission and Retention Committee for final decision. See Appendices H, I.
Student Teaching
All students in teacher education will complete at least 10 semester hours (and 5 S.H. if seeking additional
credentials) of student teaching.
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Admission to student teaching requires:
1. Full admission into the Teacher Education Program;
2. A minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.75;
3. A minimum grade point average of 2.75 in each teaching major and minor or area of
specialization;
4. A minimum grade point average of 2.75 in all professional education course work;
5. Completion of three-fourths of the coursework, specifically including courses listed (per major) in
the Teacher Education Handbook document “Courses Required Prior to Student Teaching”;
6. Completion of all methods courses and professional education coursework with a grade of “C’ or
better, excluding EDUC 250 where a “B” is required;
7. Fingerprinting and a background check clearance; and
8. Approval from the Committee for Admission and Retention.
NOTE: Students wishing to student teach out of an 80-mile radius need to be aware of the following:
- An application and two faculty recommendations must be submitted to the Director of Student
Placement during EDUC 401S
- Additional university supervisor fees of $500 for full time student teaching and $250 for part time
student teaching are required.
Exiting the Teacher Education Program
A favorable recommendation for teacher certification upon completion of the entire teacher education
program requires:
1. All teacher education graduates must earn a minimum grade point average of 2.75 in their
cumulative, major, minor, and professional education coursework. A grade of “C” or better is
required for all professional and methods education courses, excluding EDUC 250 where a “B” is
required; and
2. All teacher education graduates are required to take Praxis Subject Area Assessment Tests and
Principles of Learning and Teaching (Early Childhood Education, Elementary or Secondary) prior
to graduation. As of 9/15/2017 candidates must meet the following minimum scores for licensure.
Early Childhood Education
Early Childhood Education (Birth-Grade 3) Subject Area
Assessment
Principles of Learning and Teaching
Elementary Education
Elementary Education (Grades 1-8) Subject Area
Assessment
Principles of Learning and Teaching
Secondary Education
English Subject Area Assessment
Health Education
History Subject Area Assessment
Social Science Subject Area Assessment*

Test #
5025

Min. Score
156

5621

157

5017

153

5622

160

5038
5551
5941
5081

167
154
151
153
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Mathematics Subject Area Assessment
Composite Science Subject Area Assessment*
Biology Subject Area Assessment
Chemistry Subject Area Assessment
Physical Education Subject Area Assessment
Principles of Learning and Teaching

5161
5435
5235
5245
5091
5624

160
150
153
147
143
157

Special Education
Special Education: Early Childhood
Special Education: Elementary or Secondary (Choose 1)
Special Education: Teaching Students with ID
Special Education: Teaching Students with Behavior
Disorder/Emotional Disturbance
Special Education: Teaching Students with LD

5691

159

5322
5372

156
154

5383

151

Information regarding test registration and up to date pass scores can be found at www.ets.org
* Composite Science and Composite Social Science is recommended.

3. Successful completion of electronic portfolio and presentation; and
4. A favorable recommendation from the Teacher Education Committee.
NOTE: Praxis Subject Area Assessments tests must meet or exceed the North Dakota requirements
prior to seeking licensure.
Upon exit, students may continue to expand their certifications through the addition of minors, majors and
endorsements. Students seeking an additional SPED major immediately following completion of their
first major must complete the major requirements which may or may not include 30 unduplicated credit
hours.
Appeals
Students have the right to appeal any negative decision regarding admission or continuance to the teacher
education program, admission to student teaching and /or recommendations concerning teacher
certification to the Admission and Retention Committee (A & R). Appeals are initiated by written request
to the Chair of the A&R committee. The following documentation must accompany the request:
1. Written explanation giving reasons the decisions should be reversed
2. Documentation substantiating the students explanation
3. A current copy of the student’s transcript
4. Written recommendation for a reversal of the decision from the student’s advisor or a professor in
the major field. Note: Students must inform the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education of
the faculty member or staff member’s name they wish to receive a recommendation from so that
an internal document requesting a recommendation will be sent to and received from the faculty or
staff member electronically.
*Documentation will be reviewed by the Chair of the Admission and Retention Committee and
Reviewable Cases will be brought to A&R.
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Timeframe
- After the decision has been made, the student will have 1 week to appeal the decision.
Information will be sent to the student via Mayville State University’s method of communication
(MaSU email).
- The A&R Committee will have two weeks to respond to the student’s request for appeal.

IV. Clinical Experiences/Student Teaching Experience
Terminology
P-12 students: Defined as children or youth attending P-12 schools including, but not limited to, students
with disabilities or exceptionalities, students who are gifted, and students who represent diversity based
on ethnicity, race, socioeconomic status, gender, language, religion, sexual identification, and/or
geographic origin.
Candidate: In this report, the term “candidate” refers to individuals preparing for professional education
positions.
University: Mayville State University Educator Preparation Program (EPP)
Clinical Educators: All EPP- and P-12-school-based individuals, including classroom teachers, who
assess, support, and develop a candidate’s knowledge, skills, or professional dispositions at some stage in
the clinical experiences.
Partner: Organizations, businesses, community groups, agencies, schools, districts, and/or EPP personnel
specifically involved in designing, implementing, and assessing the clinical experience.
Partnership: Mutually beneficial agreement among various partners in which all participating members
engage in and contribute to goals for the preparation of education professionals. This may include
examples such as pipeline initiatives, Professional Development Schools, and partner networks.
Cooperating Teacher: A state-certified teacher in an accredited elementary or secondary school, who
guides the development of and assists with the supervision and evaluation of the student teacher. Every
cooperating teacher must
 have at least three years of teaching experience,
 have at least one year of teaching experience in the school system in which the student teacher is
being supervised,
 meet the necessary essentials in preparing cooperating teachers to supervise student teachers
 be recommended as a high-quality clinical educator by the administration of the school in which
student teaching is performed.
University Supervisor: A faculty member assigned by the University EPP to visit, consult, and evaluate
the progress of a student teacher during the clinical experience.
Cooperating School: An early childhood, elementary or secondary school that works in partnership with
the University EPP to support the design, implementation, and assessment of clinical experiences.
Director of Student Placement: A member of the University EPP who, with the Dean and Chair of the
Division of Education, assists in arranging clinical placements and communicating protocols and
procedures to teacher candidates and partners.
Coordinator of the Student Teaching Program: An official of the cooperating school or school district,
usually a Superintendent and/or Principal, who works with the EPP chair, or his/her designate, in
selecting cooperating teachers, placing teacher candidates and monitoring the progress of the clinical
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experience in his/her cooperating school(s).
Introduction to Student Teaching
The Clinical Experience/Student Teaching Experience is the capstone of the professional education
program. It includes a research-based supervisory process during the student teaching experience and
mandatory reflective practice seminars. Student teaching seminars require students to collaboratively
reflect on teaching performances, school environments, successes, and areas for improvement. The
student teaching experience provides opportunities for teacher candidates to demonstrate differentiated
instruction and attention to student needs with guided assistance as necessary. During the student teaching
experience, it is the responsibility of the university supervisors and the cooperating teachers to plan,
monitor, supervise, provide experiences for reflective practice and evaluate the student teacher.
Purpose of Student Teaching
The Clinical Experience/Student Teaching Experience is a vital component in the development of
effective teachers. The experience provides candidates the opportunity to integrate the knowledge,
strategies, skills and dispositions acquired through their professional courses and field experiences that
will help them bring theory into practice. The Division of Education at Mayville State University makes
every effort to select experienced and highly qualified cooperating teachers who will best facilitate a
positive learning environment and mentor professional growth.
It is recognized that the public school and public school faculty serve an important and necessary function
in the preparation of future teachers. The Clinical Experience/Student Teaching Experience requires 15
weeks of full time teaching experience. The university supervisor, the cooperating teacher, and the
student teacher have well-defined responsibilities that will support a successful experience.
The Clinical Experience/Student Teaching Experience and other school-based field experiences are
conducted only in those elementary and secondary schools that are state accredited and employ state
certified personnel. An agreement must be signed between Mayville State University and the cooperating
school district prior to the placement of a student teacher.
Student Teaching Application
Students indenting to student teach the following semester will register for EDUC 401S. Dates for the
three required pre-student teaching seminars in EDUC 401S are located in the Learning Management
Shell. Assistance with the completion of all student teaching application materials and other planning and
preparatory information will be provided in the seminars. Forms to complete the student teaching
application process will be given at the first pre-student teaching seminar (see Appendices K, L, M, N,
and O).
Students applying to student teach must hold liability insurance and have a current cleared background
check through Education Standards and Practices Board (ESPB).
Student Teacher Placement
The Director of Student Placement and the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education at Mayville State
University are responsible for locating and arranging placements for student teachers. Candidates will be
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placed in state accredited schools where the Coordinator of the Student Teaching Program for the school
has agreed to serve Mayville State University students. Placement of candidates in schools other than the
school they attended or schools where previous work or field experiences have occurred is a priority to
ensure candidates have experiences in multiple environments and educational systems for greater
professional growth and learning.
Candidates may not contact school personnel in an effort to arrange their own placements. Any personal
connection(s) the candidate has to a potential placement site will be evaluated by the Dean and Chair of
the Division of Education to ensure that the connection(s) will not interfere with student learning
outcomes.
Securing a placement that provides the best educational experience for the student teacher is the goal of
the Teacher Education Program. Placements are dependent upon availability of cooperating teachers,
adjunct university supervisors, and approval of the Coordinator of the Student Teaching Program for each
school.
Candidates are responsible for all travel arrangements associated with the clinical/student teaching
experience. Student teachers are responsible for cooperating teacher fees ($425- EDUC 400, $200- EDUC
400a or SPED 400b) and any fees associated with out of the 80 mile radius (see below).
In the circumstance in which students are removed or withdraw from student teaching:
-Tuition will be refunded according to University policies.
-Fees related to cooperating teacher and university supervisor contracts will not be refunded.
Out of the 80 Mile Radius Placement
Students who request to teach outside of the 80-mile radius to Mayville State University must submit a
application specifying reasons for the request and two faculty recommendations (see Appendices P, Q).
The application and recommendations must be received by the date specified in EDUC 401S. The
Division of Education faculty review the criteria for early childhood and elementary majors and approve
or deny the placement request. Requests for an out of the 80-mile radius placement from secondary
education majors are approved or denied by the Subcommittee of Admission and Retention. If approved
for an out of the 80 mile radius experience, the student will be required to pay $500 for a full-time
experience (EDUC 400) and $250 for part-time experience (EDUC 400a or SPED 400b) as an additional
fee(s) above cooperating teacher fees and tuition costs. These fees cover the cost of providing a qualified
university supervisor at a distance.
All candidates must student teach for 15 weeks. Candidates wishing to student teach in an elementary
classroom and attain a kindergarten certificate may do full-time (10 weeks) and part-time (5 weeks)
student teaching. Students in a secondary area that will allow attainment of elementary certification must
student teach at both high school and elementary levels: this only applies to PE majors or other majors
where double certification is possible. Student teachers who have a double major in Elementary
Education/Special Education or Secondary Education/Special Education are required to complete 5 weeks
of student teaching placement in a special education setting in addition to the required 10 weeks of fulltime placement. Student teachers who have a double major in Early Childhood Education/Special
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Education are required to complete 5 weeks of student teaching placement in a special education setting, 5
weeks of student teaching in a K setting, and 10 weeks of student teaching in a grades 1, 2 or 3.
Placement and Orientation Procedures for Student Teaching
1. Students will register for EDUC 401S the semester prior to student teaching.
2. Students will attend three required pre-student teaching seminars. Dates for the seminars are located
in the EDUC 401S course syllabus. Assistance with the completion of all student teaching application
materials will be provided at the seminars as well as other planning and preparatory information.
3. The Director of Student Placement along with the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education and/or
Instructor of EDUC 401S will review student teaching expectations and clarify policies and
procedures related to the student teaching experience.
4. Information provided on submitted forms will be cross-checked with the candidates’ previous clinical
and field experiences to support the Teacher Education Program’s goal of ensuring multiple site
experiences.
5. The Director of Student Placement and/or Dean and Chair of the Division of Education will contact
the Coordinator of the Student Teaching Program of each school to request the student teaching
placement.
6. Student teachers will receive a placement confirmation email with information regarding the
cooperating school, the grade level or subject area, the cooperating teacher, and the university
supervisor from the Director of Student Placement.
7. Student teachers are required to contact cooperating teachers prior to the beginning of the clinical
experience/student teaching experience. This meeting will provide an opportunity for the cooperating
teacher to become acquainted with the student teacher. It will also allow student teachers to become
familiar with the school facility, policies and procedures, and the classroom(s).
Introduction and Transitions of Student Teaching
The length of time a student teacher should spend observing and participating in the classroom setting
before assuming formal teaching responsibilities will vary. The decision to move the student teacher from
observing to partial teaching responsibilities to full-time responsibilities will depend on the preparation,
interest, and initiative of the student teacher and the manner in which the cooperating teacher guides the
student teacher into the actual teaching assignment. Therefore each situation is unique. A minimum of one
week of observation and orientation should be given to the student teacher to support their acclimation to
the school culture, classroom environment and to become familiar with policies and procedures which
they must adhere to.
The following patterns are recommended for full-time student teachers (a) those who are assigned to
complete full-time and (b) those students who are assigned to part-time:
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1. Introduction into full-time teaching should be a gradual process. The student teacher should not
take over all responsibilities at once.
2. During the first week the student teacher will require time for observation and orientation to the
school and classroom to support their understandings of what classroom management procedures
are in place, the learning styles of the students, and to develop a rapport with students. The
student teacher should assist the cooperating teacher with a variety of activities and be involved in
the classroom in small, but meaningful ways from the first day of the student teaching experience.
Cooperating teachers will assist the students in understanding that the student teacher is not a
visitor or paraprofessional but he/she is assuming the role of a teacher in the classroom.
3. By the second week the student teacher should have opportunities to lead the classroom for brief
periods of time and assume responsibility for the planning and instruction of at least one subject or
class. Over the course of the next few weeks the student teacher may accept more and more
responsibility. Generally, most student teachers are ready to assume full-time planning and
teaching by the 4th to the 6th week.
4. During a student teaching placement the minimum for full-time teaching is 2-3 weeks; however,
4-6 weeks of full responsibility is recommended (discretion is based on the number of weeks
student teachers are scheduled in a classroom). In some situations, more than 6 weeks of
assuming a full-time teaching assignment may be appropriate.
5. After the appropriate weeks of full-time teaching are completed, the cooperating teacher will
gradually return to the role of the lead teacher. The student teacher should always take an active
role in the classroom.
The following pattern is recommended for the part-time student teaching experience:
1. Introduction into part-time teaching will progress more quickly since the experience is only five
weeks in duration. The student teacher should not take over all responsibilities at once, but should
assume a few tasks to become acclimated to the setting.
2. During the first three days, the student teacher will require observation time to reflect on
classroom management, learning styles, and developing a rapport with students. From the first
day the student teacher should assist the cooperating teacher with a variety of activities and be
involved in the classroom in small, but meaningful ways. It is essential that the students
understand that the student teacher is assuming a teacher role, not a visitor or paraprofessional.
3. By day four the student teacher should assume responsibility for the planning and instruction of at
least one-two subjects or classes.
4. By the second week, the student teacher should assume full responsibility for all subjects or
classes for 2-3 weeks.
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5. At the conclusion of the fourth week, the student teacher may begin to gradually return
responsibility to the cooperating teacher. However, the student teacher should maintain an active
role in the classroom.
Roles and Responsibilities of Program Administrators
It is the responsibility of Mayville State University, Dean and Chair of the Division and the Director of
Student Placement to administer the student teaching program in the following manner:
A. Carefully screen student teacher candidates and work cooperatively with the coordinator(s) of the
student teaching program in determining the number of student teachers which can be placed in the
cooperating school and the actual placement of student teachers;
B. Serve as a resource to and work cooperatively with the coordinator(s) of the student teaching program,
the university supervisor, cooperating teacher, and the candidates in matters relating to the student
teaching experience, policies and procedures;
C. Provide orientation training resource modules for cooperating teachers and university supervisors to
support implementation of practices and protocols developed for the student teaching experience;
D. Provide the cooperating teacher with information about their student teacher’s placement. Information
disclosed will not be in violation of the student's right to privacy;
E. Ensure that the university’s supervisor(s) from the Division of Education evaluates the student
teaching experience on at least two occasions for full-time and at least one additional occasion for
part-time student teaching. If within the 80 mile radius secondary methods faculty will complete one
observation (per major);
F. Work cooperatively with the school coordinator of the student teaching program and the cooperating
teacher to identify unsatisfactory performance of a student teacher. It is critical that officials from the
cooperating school communicate major concerns related to the progress of the student teacher to the
university supervisor on a timely basis, so that efforts can be made to improve the performance of the
student teacher. If the deficiencies of the student teacher cannot be remediated through the
coordinated efforts of the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor using the protocols for
issues of concern (see Appendices R, S) the student teacher may be removed from student teaching.
The final decision in this matter is the joint responsibility of the Chair of the Division of Education,
the Teacher Education Committee, the University Supervisor, and the cooperating teacher(s).
Responsibilities of the University Supervisor
University Supervisors are designated by the Chair of the Division of Education to serve as a liaison
between the university, the cooperating school, cooperating teachers, and the student teacher. University
Supervisor responsibilities include:
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A. Creating a positive and supportive working relationship with the student teacher and the
cooperating teacher(s);
B. Assisting and supporting the cooperating teacher in mentoring the student teacher;
C. Serving as a resource to the cooperating teacher and student teacher;
D. Monitoring student teacher progress by making a minimum of two visits for full-time and a
minimum of one visit for part-time (or more if it is deemed necessary).
a. Check schedules with the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher to determine
availability of observation dates/times;
E. Providing feedback to student teachers after reviewing lesson plans, journals, and any other
written materials. Moodle will be used for students to submit documents to University Supervisors
and University Supervisors are to provide regular feedback to students.
F. Providing encouragement, constructive criticism, and immediate necessary feedback during site
observations; (see Appendix T, completed in TaskStream);
G. Completing all assessments in TaskStream by requested dates;
H. Completing the Suggested Final Grade and Supporting Remarks form in TaskStream (see
Appendix U).
University Supervisors are to refer to the Protocol for University Supervisors on Issues of Concern during
the student teacher’s experience (see Appendix S) for any situations that warrant greater attention.
Responsibilities of Secondary Methods Instructors
Secondary methods instructors will:
A. Observe once for secondary student teachers completing an InTASC evaluation on the student
teacher;
B. Conference with the student teacher to provide encouragement, constructive criticism, and
immediate necessary feedback; and
C. Communicate any concerns or problem areas to the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education
and the Director of Student Placement.
Responsibilities of the School District or other Partner
Cooperating School Districts or Partner normally agree to the following principles and provide the
services as described:
A. Introduce the student teacher to the clinical experience/student teaching experience by offering an
orientation session. This may be presented by the school district coordinator of the student
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teaching program, or the cooperating teacher during the student teacher's initial visit to the school.
This experience will be related to school philosophy, general practices within the school, building
procedures, school calendar, the organization of the school day, checking in and out procedures,
and any other details which will assist in the integration of the student teacher(s) into the
professional environment of the school;
B. Provide an environment that ensures the student teacher an opportunity to work under the
supervision of a qualified and certified cooperating teacher in regular classroom conditions and
procedures;
C. Encourage a favorable attitude in the school and community toward the student teaching program;
D. Recommend teachers who willingly assume the responsibilities of a cooperating teacher and who
have completed a minimum of three years of teaching experience in the area(s) they are
supervising, who are certified for the area(s) in which they are supervising student teachers, have
completed one year of teaching in a cooperating school and who have completed a 2 S.H. course
in the supervision of student teaching OR an in-service requirement that meets the necessary
essentials in preparing cooperating teachers to supervise student teachers. Cooperating teachers
who have served prior to July 1, 1976, may have this requirement waived at the discretion of the
university and cooperating school;
E. Furnish the necessary supplies, materials, and equipment to support the clinical experience/student
teaching experience of Mayville State University student teachers;
F. Designate one or more of the following: School Superintendent; Elementary School Principal;
Secondary School Principal; as the coordinator(s) of the student teaching program. The
coordinator will work with the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education, the Director of
Student Placement in placing, scheduling, and in solving problems that arise under the provisions
of the student learning agreement. The coordinator will also assist in the evaluation of student
teachers progress, consult with the University Supervisor, the Dean and Chair of the Division of
Education or the Director of Student Placement, concerning the success or failure of the learning
experience, propose suggestions for the improvement of the program, and protect the student
teacher from exploitation;
G. Support the university by assuring the responsibilities of the cooperating teachers are met.
Responsibilities of the Cooperating Teacher
The cooperating teacher acts as a mentor and facilitates the professional growth of the student teacher
throughout the clinical experience/student teaching experience. Prior to the beginning of the student
teaching experience, the Director of Student Placement will provide the cooperating teacher with
necessary information and forms. To prepare the student teacher for the formal teaching experience, it is
recommended that cooperating teachers:
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A. View the Student Teaching Information Module using the link provided via email from the
Director of Student Placement;
B. Read, complete and return the Contract for Services, honorarium form, and demographic form to
the Director of Student Placement;
C. Host an initial meeting with the student teacher prior to the start of the student teaching
experience.
D. Orient the student teacher to the school facility, acquaint the student teacher with other faculty and
staff, school philosophy, policies, and procedures and provide copies of faculty/student handbooks
(see Appendix V);
E. Provide a convenient workspace for the student teacher;
F. Model exemplary teaching strategies and professional behavior;
G. Provide for a gradual induction into full-time teaching;
H. Review class curriculum with the student teacher.
I. Provide the student teacher with any textbooks and materials from the curriculum they would need
to successfully plan lessons;
J. Meet with the student teacher to review lesson plans prior to implementation. Provide assistance
as guideance as needed to support growth in student teaching performances;
K. Formally observe the student teacher a minimum of two times for full-time and one time for parttime throughout the student teaching experience holding pre and post-observational conferences to
provide the student teacher with constructive feedback; (see Appendix T)
L. Complete required assessments (instructions will be sent by email from the Director of Student
Placement);
M. Complete the Suggested Final Grade and Supporting Remarks Form in TaskStream (see Appendix
U);
N. Contact the university supervisor at any time to express concerns or problems and follow the
protocol for cooperating teachers on issue of concerns (see Appendix R) during the student
teaching experience;
O. Recognize the student teacher as a prospective professional colleague permitting and encouraging
them to discover and develop their own personal teaching style;
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P. Remain in the classroom when the student teacher first assumes responsibility for the class and
thereafter to the extent that the welfare of the students and the policy of the school requires;
Q. Encourage the student teacher’s participation in school related and community activities which
broaden and contribute to the student teaching experience.
Criteria for Cooperating Teachers
Minimum criteria for selection of clinical educators for placements as per ND Century Code
67.1‐02‐01‐02:


Completion of the MSU cooperating teacher in‐service training that prepares cooperating teachers to
supervise student teachers



At least three years of teaching experience



At least one year of teaching experience in the school system in which the student teacher is being
supervised



Recommended by the administration of the school in which student teaching is performed

Preferred criteria for selection of clinical educators for placements (in addition to
meeting minimum criteria):


Advanced academic degrees, certifications and/or endorsements



Training as a mentor or instructional coach (e.g., ESPB Teacher Support System)



Demonstrated achievement as a teacher leader



Positive teacher performance evaluation rating by supervisor (i.e., ND Teacher Evaluation Guidelines)

Responsibilities of the Student Teacher
When candidates enter the student teacher experience, they are expected to demonstrate professional
behaviors, attitudes and communications to make a positive impact on students. During the student
teaching experience, student teachers are required to:
A. Read and adhere to all information found in the Requirements during the Student Teaching
Experience document found in the EDUC 400 Learning Management shell;
B. Make initial contact with the cooperating teacher and/or the school principal to arrange a first
meeting that will begin the orientation process between the dates provided in EDUC 401S;
C. Obtain, read, and follow policies and procedures outlined in the Mayville State University Student
Handbook, the Teacher Education Program Handbook, Special Education Handbook (as
appropriate) and the faculty and student handbooks in the cooperating school(s);
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D. Keep the same hours and follow the same calendar and regulations as are required of faculty in the
cooperating school (this includes any preservice or inservice dates). Essentially student teachers
will assume the full range of responsibilities expected of a teacher;
E. Participate in all conferences, faculty meetings and school functions required or practiced by the
cooperating teacher if allowed;
F. Complete the assigned number of hours/weeks of student teaching required by Mayville State
University indicated on the placement information that is provided by the Director of Student
Placement;
G. Demonstrate positive dispositions of a professional educator which include: accountability,
interest, initiative, dependability, flexibility, commitment to professional communications and
behaviors, effective skills in organization and preparation, ethical behavior, collaboration skills,
responsibility and professional dress;
H. For any absence of ½ day or longer (other than immediate illness) during the scheduled dates of
the student teaching experience, students must secure approval from their Cooperating Teacher
and University Supervisor. Students must also provide the Director of Student Placement an email
communication of the approved, planned absence prior to the absence. The student teacher is also
responsible for writing sub plans for the cooperating teacher. For any absence less than ½ day the
student is required to receive approval from the Cooperating Teacher and for an immediate illness
the student must notify the Cooperating Teacher;
I. Prioritize the full-time commitment of student teaching. During the semester, the student teacher
should engage in activities outside of student teaching and its associated responsibilities only to
the extent that these activities do not interfere with student teaching duties;
J. Exhibit skills in planning, writing, implementing, and evaluating effective lesson plans which are
well- organized, sequential, meaningful to students, and offer a variety of learning experiences that
cover content thoroughly;
K. Develop a positive rapport with students, cooperating teacher(s), and other school personnel;
L. Implement appropriate classroom and behavior management skills;
M. Be receptive to new ideas, and respond positively to valuable suggestions, constructive feedback,
and supervisory guidance;
N. Communicate effectively in verbal and non-verbal communications. Use proper grammar,
spelling, and punctuation. Avoid slang expressions;
O. Maintain confidentiality concerning the administration, faculty, students, and school affairs of the
cooperating school;
P. Attend all EDUC 401 seminars;
Q. Complete and submit assessments in TaskStream by requested dates; and
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R. Read and understand the protocol for Cooperating Teachers and University Supervisors on issues
of concern during the student teaching experience as seen in Appendix R and S.
Additional Responsibilities of the Special Education Student Teacher
In addition to all of the responsibilities of the student teacher, candidates enrolled in SPED 400b: Special
Education Student Teaching are also required to:
A. Attend At Least One Building Meeting:
a. Successful special educators work closely and collaboratively with regular educators,
administrators, paraprofessionals, and other service providers. Understanding the culture of
schools, and how they work, is important to the role of special educators. Student teachers
should attend at least one or more building (or equivalent) meetings to learn more about
how educational institutions work.
B. Attend At Least One IEP/IFSP/Service Plan Meeting:
a. an important part of special education is creating and developing individualized plans for
students, taking the lead from families, and working collaboratively with school personnel
and other support providers. These plans are called different things, depending on the age
of the student and the kinds of learning experiences in which they participate. Student
teachers should attend at least one of these planning meetings, and preferably more, to
learn more about the process.
C. Write Goals/Objectives For A Student:
a. Student teachers will be required to write goals and objectives for one of the students in
their setting. These should be original, and based on observation and work with the
student.
D. Final Project:
a. Student teachers are expected to do a final project in the environment in which they are
assigned. The project should be negotiated between the cooperating teacher and the student
teacher, and should be something useful to the class after the student teacher is finished.
Examples include posters, board games, behavior/motivation charts, scrapbooks, or
teaching aids.
ENTERING THE TEACHING PROFESSION
Certification and Licensure
Students who complete a Bachelor of Science in Education degree and successfully exit the Teacher
Education Program (see p. 33) are eligible for teacher certification if they pass the Praxis ll and PLT
examinations. Each state requires a valid teaching certificate. Certification and licensure forms can be
obtained from the North Dakota ESPB found at: http://www.nd.gov/espb/. The initial North Dakota
certificate is valid for two years.
Other important information and forms necessary for teacher education candidates to review are found in
appendices (W, X, Y, Z, a, b).
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InTASC at Student Teaching
Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Designs instruction to meet learners’ needs. (cognitive, linguistic,
social, emotional, and physical)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Modifies instruction to meet learners needs (cognitive, linguistic,
social, emotional, and physical)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D. Scaffolds the next level of development

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Creates developmentally appropriate instruction (takes into account
individuals learners’ strengths, interests, and needs and accelerates his/her
learning)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Collaborates with colleagues and other professionals to promote
learner growth and development

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Creates opportunities for students to demonstrate their learning in
different ways.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Makes appropriate and timely provisions for individuals students with
particular learning differences or needs
(e.g., pacing for individual rates of growth, task demands,
communication, assessment, and response models)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

1. Learner Development:
A. Assesses individual and group performance

2. Learning Differences:
A. Designs, adapts, and delivers instruction to address each student’s
diverse learning strengths and needs.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

D. Designs instructions to build on learners’ prior knowledge and
experiences.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Brings multiple perspectives to the discussion of content (including
attention to learners’ personal, family, and
community experiences and cultural norms).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Incorporates tools of language development into planning and
instruction.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Includes strategies for making content accessible to English language
learners and for evaluating and
supporting their development of English proficiency.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Accesses resources (supports, and specialized assistance and services
to meet particular learning differences
or needs).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

A.2. Collaborates with colleagues to build a safe, positive learning
climate (of openness, mutual respect, support and inquiry).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B.1. Develops learning experiences that engage learners in collaboration.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B.2. Develops learning experiences that aid in self-directed learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B.3. Develops learning experiences that uses interactions with ideas and
people locally .

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B.4. Develops learning experiences that uses interactions with ideas and
people globally.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

3. Learning Environments:
A.1. Collaborates with learners to build a safe, positive learning climate
(of openness, mutual respect, support and inquiry).
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

C. Collaborates with learners and colleagues to develop shared values and
expectations for respective interactions.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.1. Manages the learning environment to actively and equitably engage
learners by organizing, allocating, and
coordinating the resources of time.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.2. Manages the learning environment to actively and equitably engage
learners by organizing, allocating, and
coordinating the resources of space.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.3. Manages the learning environment to actively and equitably engage
learners by organizing, allocating, and
coordinating the resources of learners' attention.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Uses a variety of methods to engage learners in evaluating the learning
environments.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Collaborating with learners to make appropriate adjustments.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Communicates verbally in ways that demonstrate respect for and
responsiveness to the cultural backgrounds
of differing perspectives learners bring to the learning environment.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Communicates nonverbally in ways that demonstrate respect for and
responsiveness to the cultural
backgrounds of differing perspectives learners bring to the learning
environment.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Promotes responsible learner use of interactive technologies (extends
the possibilities for learning locally and
globally).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

J.1. Builds learner capacity to collaborate through applying effective
interpersonal communication skills through face-to-face environments.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J.2. Builds learner capacity to collaborate through applying effective
interpersonal communication skills through virtual environments.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Guides learners through learning progressions.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Promote each learner’s achievement of content standards.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.1. Engages students in learning experiences in the discipline(s) that
encourage learners to understand ideas from diverse perspectives so that
they master the content.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.2. Engages students in learning experiences in the discipline(s) that
encourage learners to question ideas from diverse perspectives so that
they master the content .

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D.3. Engages students in learning experiences in the discipline(s) that
encourage learners to analyze ideas from diverse perspectives so that they
master the content.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Engages learners in applying methods of inquiry used in the discipline.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. 1. Stimulates learner reflection on prior content knowledge.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. 2. Stimulates learner reflection on linking new concepts to familiar
concepts.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

4. Content Knowledge:
A. Uses multiple representations and explanations that capture and
explanations that capture key ideas in the discipline.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

G. 3. Stimulates learner reflection on making connections to learners’
experiences.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Recognizes learner misconceptions in a discipline that interferes with
learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Creates experiences to build accurate conceptual understanding.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

L. Uses supplementary resources effectively to ensure accessibility and
relevance for all learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

M. Uses supplementary technologies effectively to ensure accessibility
and relevance for all learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

N.1. Creates opportunities for students to learn academic language in
their content.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

N.2. Creates opportunities for students to practice academic language in
their content.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

N.3. Creates opportunities for students to master academic language in
their content.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

5. Application of Content:
A. Develops projects that guide learners in analyzing the complexities of
an issue or question using perspectives
from varied disciplines and cross-disciplinary skills.
B. Implements projects that guide learners in analyzing the complexities
of an issue or question using
perspectives from varied disciplines and cross-disciplinary skills.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

C. Engages learners in applying content knowledge to real world
problems through the lens of interdisciplinary
themes (big ideas).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D. Facilitates learners’ use of current tools and resources to maximize
content learning in varied contexts.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Develops learners’ communication skills in disciplinary and
interdisciplinary contexts.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Creates meaningful opportunities to employ a variety of forms of
communication that address varied audiences
and purposes.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Engages learners in developing original work.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Facilitates learners’ ability to develop diverse social and cultural
perspectives.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J. Develops supports for learner literacy development across content
areas.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

K. Implements supports for learner literacy development across content
areas.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Designs assessments that match learning objectives with assessment
methods.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Minimizes sources of bias that can distort assessment results.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

6. Assessment:
A. Balances the use of formative and summative assessment as
appropriate to support, verify, and document
learning.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

D. 1. Works independently to examine test and other performance data to
understand each learner’s progress.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D. 2. Works independently to examine test and other performance data to
guide planning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Works collaboratively to examine test and other performance data to
guide planning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Engages learners in understanding and identifying quality work.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Provides them with effective descriptive feedback.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Engages learners in multiple ways of demonstrating knowledge and
skill.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Models their own processes that guide learners in examining thinking
and learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J. Structurestheir own processes that guide learners in examining thinking
and learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

K. Uses multiple and appropriate types of assessment data.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

L. Develops differentiated learning experiences.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

N. Makes appropriate accommodations in assessments or testing
conditions (especially for learners with
disabilities and language learning needs).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

O. 1. Seeks appropriate ways to employ technology to support assessment
practice.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

O. 2. Seeks appropriate ways to employ technology to engage learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

A. 2. Collaboratively creates appropriate learning experiences (for
curriculum goals and content standards, and are relevant to
learners).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. 1. Individually selects appropriate learning experiences (for curriculum
goals and content standards, and are relevant to
learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. 2. Collaboratively selects appropriate learning experiences (for
curriculum goals and content standards, and are relevant to
learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Differentiates instruction (chooses appropriate strategies and
accommodations, resources, and materials).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D. Develops appropriate sequencing of learning experiences.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Provides multiple ways to demonstrate knowledge and skill.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. 1. Plans for instruction based on formative assessment data.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. 2. Plans for instruction based on summative assessment data.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. 3. Plans for instruction based on prior learner knowledge.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. 4. Plans for instruction based on learner interest.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

O. 3. Seeks appropriate ways to employ technology to address learner
needs.
7. Planning for Instruction:
A. 1. Individually creates appropriate learning experiences (for
curriculum goals and content standards, and are relevant to
learners).
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

A. 2. Uses appropriate strategies and resources to adapt instruction to the
needs of groups.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Monitors student learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

C. Engages learners in assessing their progress.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

D. Adjusts instruction in response to student learning needs.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Varies role in the instructional process (e.g., instructor, facilitator,
coach, audience).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Provides multiple models and representations of concepts and skills.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. Provides opportunities for learners to demonstrate their knowledge
through a variety of products and
performances.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J. Engages learners in using a range of learning skills (technology tools,
interpreting, evaluating, and applying
information).

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

K. Uses a variety of instructional strategies that support communication
through speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and other modes.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Adjusts plans to meet each student’s learning needs and enhance
learning.
8. Instructional Strategies:
A. 1. Uses appropriate strategies and resources to adapt instruction to the
needs of individuals.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. 1. Engages in professional learning experiences aligned with own
needs.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. 2. Engages in professional learning experiences aligned with needs of
the school/system.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

E. Reflects on personal biases.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Accesses resources to deepen understanding of cultural, ethnic, gender,
and learning differences.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

G. Build strong relationships with learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. 1. Advocates safe, legal, and ethical use of information and
technology.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. 2. Advocates appropriate documentation of sources.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

H. 3. Advocates respect for others in the use of social media.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. 1. Models safe, legal, and ethical use of information and technology.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. 2. Models appropriate documentation of sources.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. 3. Models respect for others in the use of social media.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

L. Asks discussion questions that serve different purposes (e.g., probing
for learner understanding, helping
learners articulate their ideas and thinking processes, stimulating
curiosity, and helping learners to question).
9. Professional Learning and Ethical Practice:
A. Engages in ongoing learning opportunities.
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Distinguished:
Surpasses, superior,
excels, exemplary,
high level

Proficient:
sufficiently,
appropriately,
satisfactorily,
consistently

Basic:
developing,
improving,
continuing,
progressing

Unsatisfactory:
limited, lacking,
ineffective, does not
meet expectations

J. 1. Teaches safe, legal, and ethical use of information and technology.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J. 2. Teaches respect for others in the use of social media.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

B. Works with other school professionals on how to meet diverse needs
of learners.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

F. Engages in professional learning.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

I. Builds learning communities using technology and communication
strategies.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

J. Uses meaningful research.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

L. Seeks opportunities to model effective practice.

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

10. Leadership and Collaboration:
A. Takes an active role on the instructional team (giving and receiving
feedback on practice, examining and
analyzing learner work, and sharing responsibility for decision making).
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Lesson Plan Scales
Context

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

.5

Well-written
and detailed
description of
cultural,
behavioral,
learning and
content
progression
considerations
of the
students.

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Writes a description of
the class context that
includes multiple
factors.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.0
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Description of
the class
includes basic
information of
the students.

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

Limited
information is
included in
the
description of
the class.

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.0
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Partial
description of
strengths and
needs of
profile student
are included.

Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications
Student
Profile

Strengths and
needs of
student
profile
student are
thorough and
complete in
relation to
provided
profile
description
and class
context.

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Described strengths
and needs of profile
student are included.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes.

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
No major errors omissions
or omissions
of the 3.0
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes.

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

Limited facts
or
misconceptio
ns of
strengths or
needs of
profile
student are
included.

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

With help, a
partial
understanding

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
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4

3.5

3

2.5

Includes a
well-explained
purpose for
learning that
supports
students’
understandin
g of how
objectives
have
endurance &
leverage

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Includes purpose
statement that explains
why students need to
know the content of the
lesson.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications
Standards

Alignment of
objectives and
instruction
with
standards is

1.5

errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications
Purpose

2

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences

Standard(s) chosen
align with lesson
objective(s), assessment,
or learning plan.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o

Purpose for
learning is
stated but
lacks
specificity
and/or
application
No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes
Alignment
with standards
is partially
accurate
and/or

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

1

.5

of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

Purpose
statement is
insufficient in
assisting
students to
understand
how the
objectives
have
endurance
and leverage

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes
Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content

Standards are
present but
lack
alignment or
are

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.
With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
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4
accurate &
reflects more
than one
content area

3.5

3

and
Exhibits no major errors
application or omissions.
s with
partial
success.

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

Objectives

Well written
objectives are
specific,
measureable,
attainable,
realistic, and
are
incorporated
with
standards,
assessment,
and learning
plan
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Satisfactory objective(s)
are specific,
measurable, attainable,
realistic, and aligned
with standards,
assessment, and
learning plan.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

2.5

2

content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

incomplete

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Marginal
objective(s);
lack one or
more of the
following
qualities:
specific,
measurable
attainable,
and/or
realistic &
partially
reflects the
standards

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details

1.5

1

.5

but major inaccurately
errors or
aligned with
omissions the lesson
of the 3.0
With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

not more
complex
details and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

Objective(s)
are
incomplete
(lacking
multiple
qualitiesspecific,
measurable
attainable,
and/or
realistic) and
lack a clear
connection to
standards
With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.
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4

3.5

3

2.5

inferences and
applications

Student
Profile
Objectives

Exemplary
objective(s) to
differentiate
learning are
specific,
measurable,
attainable,
realistic, and
are
incorporated
seamlessly
with student
profile
strengths and
needs, lesson
objectives and
standards
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

2

1.5

and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes
In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Satisfactory objective(s)
are specific,
measurable, attainable,
realistic, and aligned
with student profile
needs and lesson
objectives.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Marginal
objective(s);
lack one or
more of the
following
qualities:
specific,
measurable
attainable,
and/or
realistic and
partially
reflects
student profile
needs and
lesson
objectives
No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or

1

.5

simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

Objective(s)
are
incomplete
(lacking
multiple
qualitiesspecific,
measurable
attainable,
and/or
realistic) and
lack a clear
connection to
lesson
objectives
and student
profile needs
With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.
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4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes
Evidence
of Meeting
Desired
Results

Comprehensi
ve assessment
methods are
equitable,
clearly
measure the
standard and
objectives and
are
sophisticated
given the
instructional
strategies

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Assessment
demonstrates student
knowledge/understandi
ng of the lesson
objectives.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

Student
Profile
Evidence

Comprehensi
ve assessment
methods are
equitable to

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth

Assessment
demonstrates student
knowledge/understandi
ng of the student profile

No major
errors or
omissions
from the

Acceptable
assessment
methods
measure the
standard and
objectives and
limited given
the
instructional
strategies

.5

details and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes
Acceptable
assessment
methods
measure the

1

Incomplete
assessment
methods that
do not
directly
measure
standard and
objectives;
unclear in
connection to
instructional
strategies
With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0

Incomplete
assessment
methods that
do not

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
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4

3.5

differentiate
assessment,
clearly
measure the
student
profile
objectives and
are
appropriate
given the
profile
strengths and
weaknesses

inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

3
objectives and are
appropriate given the
profile strengths and
weaknesses.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

2.5

2

1.5

1

2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

student profile
objectives and
are limited in
relation to
profile
strengths and
weaknesses

content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

directly
measure
student
profile
objectives
and are
unclear in
connection to
profile
strengths and
weakness

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications
Instruction
al Strategy

Clear
evidence of
exemplary use
of multiple
researchbased
instructional
strategies
(direct,
indirect,
independent,
experiential,
or interactive)

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Research-based
teaching strategies are
used in the lesson plan
and support
differentiated
instruction.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Use of
researchbased
instructional
strategies
within the
lesson provide
students
limited
support in
meeting
learning
objectives

.5

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes
Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

Researchbased
strategy may
be selected
but
implemented
incorrectly or
is ineffective
for objectives,
content and
context
With help, a

simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
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4

3.5

3

2.5

that match all
objectives,
content &
context

Exemplary
use of
technology to
enhance
instructional
strategies and
assessment to
fully support
all students
reaching
objectives
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

1.5

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

Technolog
y (as
appropriate
)

2

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Use of technology
sufficiently supports
objectives and content
of the learning plan.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Minimal use of
technology to
carry out
instruction or
assessment
No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

1

.5

partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

Use of
technology is
ineffective to
support
instruction
and / or
assessment

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.
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4
Hook &
Hold

Hook and
hold engages
students,
stimulates
curiosity and
establishes a
purpose
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

Procedures
(includes
materials)

Procedures
are detailed,
logically
sequenced,
and follow the
appropriate
process given
the chosen
instructional
strategy,
cognitive level
and grade;
include
exemplary use

3.5
In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

3

2

1.5

1

.5

Hook and hold connects No major
errors or
to the lesson and
omissions
engages learners.
from the
Exhibits no major errors 2.o
or omissions.
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Students are
minimally
engaged by the
hook and hold

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

Hook and
hold is
attempted but
does not
engage
learners

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

Procedures
lack specificity
and/or logical
sequence,
appropriate
cognitive level,
appropriatene
ss for grade
level; include
minimal
delivery in
small chunks,
modeling,
guided

Procedures are
appropriate and
logically sequenced for
instruction and include
satisfactory delivery in
small chunks, modeling,
guided practice, and
checks for
understanding.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

2.5

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

Procedures
are vague
and/or do not
contain the
cognitive level
necessary for
content or
grade level;
limited
inclusion of
small chunks,
modeling,
guided
practice,

If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.
With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
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4

3.5

3

2.5

of delivery in
small chunks,
modeling,
guided
practice, and
checks for
understandin
g throughout
the lesson
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications
Summary

Summary
activity is
connected to
lesson
objective(s),
provides clear
summary of
what students
have learned
(assessment),
ties main
points into a
coherent
whole and
provides
preview of

In addition
to score
3.0 indepth
inferences
and
application
s with
partial
success.

Lesson summary helps
students organize their
learning, reinforce
major points and
clarify any confusion.
Exhibits no major errors
or omissions.

No major
errors or
omissions
from the
2.o
content
and
partial
knowledg
e or skill
of the 3.0
content

2

1

.5

practice,
and/or checks
for
understanding

and/or checks
for
understandin
g

d choose NA
(0 points)
and explain
the
marking.

No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the
more complex
ideas and
processes

With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

Minimal
summary
activity that
describes the
lesson
activities
No major errors
or omissions
regarding the
simpler details
and processes
but major
errors or
omissions
regarding the

1.5

Partial
knowledg
e of the
2.0
content
but major
errors or
omissions
of the 3.0

Attempts a
summary
activity
With help, a
partial
understanding
of some of the
simpler and
more complex
details and
processes

With help, a
partial
understandin
g of the
simpler but
not more
complex
details and
processes
If No
Knowledge
or Skill is
demonstrate
d choose NA
(0 points)

Updated 6/28/16

4
future lesson.
In addition to
score 3.0
performance,
in-depth
inferences and
applications

3.5

3

2.5

2
more complex
ideas and
processes

1.5

1

.5
and explain
the
marking.
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Appendix B- Disposition at Student Teaching
1. Timeliness
(InTASC 9)

2. Attendance
(InTASC 9)

3. Dress & Appearance
(InTASC 9)

4. Attitude & Composure
(InTASC 9)

5. Initiative
(InTASC 10)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished:
Arrives prior to
designated time and
remains until task is
completed

Proficient: Arrives
on time and remains
as scheduled and
works to complete
the task

Basic: Usually
arrives on time and
remains in the
classroom as
scheduled

Unsatisfactory:
Frequently late and
leaves early

Distinguished:
Attends regularly; is
dependable;
volunteers to attend
beyond required
time

Proficient: Attends
regularly; is seldom
absent and if so,
makes up any
missed time

Basic: Attends quite
regularly; usually
notifies the teacher if
necessary

Unsatisfactory:
Does not attend as
scheduled; may or
may not notify
teacher; and/or is
not dependable

Distinguished:
Consistently dresses
in a professional
manner and is well
groomed

Proficient: Dresses
professionally for the
classroom; is well
groomed

Basic: Generally
dresses
professionally for the
school environment
and is well groomed

Unsatisfactory:
Dresses
unprofessionally for
the school
environment and/or
is poorly groomed

Distinguished: Selfassured;
consistently positive,
agreeable and
professional

Proficient:
Confident; positive
and agreeable

Basic: Displays a
generally positive
and agreeable
attitude; is
developing
confidence in the
classroom

Unsatisfactory:
Shows little selfconfidence; has a
critical or negative
attitude and/or
displays
inappropriate
behavior

Distinguished:
Eager to participate;
is inquisitive; makes
suggestions; takes
on added
responsibility

Proficient: Is
enthusiastic and
energetic in the
classroom;
volunteers to assist
in various tasks

Basic: Beginning to
show enthusiasm for
students and
teaching; willing to
assist as requested

Unsatisfactory:
Exhibits little energy
or enthusiasm;
and/or seldom
volunteers for tasks

6. Ethics & Confidentiality
(InTASC 9)

7. Organization
(InTASC 7)

8. Flexibility
(InTASC 4,7,8)

9. Teacher Awareness
(InTASC 3)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished:
Respects and
upholds ethical
behavior and
professional
standards; is honest
and forthright;
maintains
confidentiality;
demonstrates
diplomacy; clearly
exhibits ethical uses
of assessment data

Proficient:
Respects students,
teachers, and staff;
is honest and
forthright; protects
confidential
information
appropriately,
demonstrates an
acceptable
understanding of the
ethical uses of
assessment data

Basic: Respectful;
honest; appears to
understand the
importance of
confidentiality in
school matters and
limited use of ethical
considerations for
the implementation
of assessment data

Unsatisfactory:
Shows little respect
for ethical and
professional
standards,
diplomacy, integrity,
and/or
confidentiality, does
not use assessment
data in ethical ways

Distinguished:
Takes professional
responsibility to plan
well ahead of time
and materials; seeks
out creative studentcentered resources

Proficient: Uses
time effectively;
preplans studentcentered lessons;
prepares materials
in advance

Basic: Makes an
effort to plan
appropriate lessons;
works at organizing
materials

Unsatisfactory:
Appears to neglect
pre-planning; does
not plan or develop
student-centered
lessons

Distinguished:
Readily adjusts and
adapts ideas/tasks/
lessons to meet
student needs
and/or time and
content concerns

Proficient: Adjusts
and accepts other
ideas for plans,
materials, time
factors, etc.

Basic: Hesitant to
adjust and accept
other ideas and
suggestions

Unsatisfactory:
Appears unwilling to
adjust to other ideas
whether for
materials, plans,
time factors, and/or
unexpected events

Distinguished: Well
aware of all student
activity and readily
makes situational
decisions to guide
students

Proficient: Is aware
of student activity
and addresses
issues as necessary

Basic: Generally
aware of student
activity and
intervenes
occasionally
intercedes in student
behavior

Unsatisfactory:
Unaware of student
activity in the
surrounding
environment

10. Communication
(InTASC 9)

11. Sensitive to Diversity
(InTASC 1,2,8)

12. Assessment
(InTASC 6)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Distinguished:
Uses expressive
language and
vocabulary;
demonstrates
superior
understanding or
grammar and syntax

Proficient: Speaks
in clear and correct
language; writes
legibly and spells
correctly; uses
correct grammar and
vocabulary

Basic: Usually
speaks in clear,
understandable
voice; uses mostly
correct grammar
and/or syntax in
speaking and writing

Unsatisfactory:
Speaks in inaudible
voice; writes
illegibly; displays
inappropriate
grammar or syntax
and/or errors in
spoken or written
language

Distinguished:
Establishes a
warmth and caring
for students; listens
to students; learns
students’ interests,
strengths and
needs; affirms
perspectives and
contributions of
diverse individuals

Proficient: Displays
sensitivity and
acceptance of
diverse backgrounds
and abilities of all
students

Basic: Recognizes
some of the student
differences; makes
an effort to relate in
a positive manner

Unsatisfactory:
Appears unaware of
student differences;
relates to some
students in a
negative, demeaning
or sarcastic manner

Distinguished:
Demonstrates an
extensive,
perceptive
commitment to using
multiple sources of
assessments to
engage learners,
provides effective
feedback to
learners, makes
accommodations in
assessment as
needed, creates and

Proficient:
Consistently
engages learners in
developing
appropriate
assessments,
provides feedback,
makes
accommodations,
uses assessments
to make instructional
decisions

Basic: Learners are
minimally engaged
in the assessment
process, occasional
feedback provided,
makes
accommodations
with support, and
limited use of
assessment to make
instructional
decisions

Unsatisfactory:
Does not engage
learners in
assessment. Does
not provide feedback
or make
accommodations in
assessment. lacks
evidence of using
assessments for
instructional
decision-making

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

implements
assessments to
make appropriate
instructional
decisions
13.
Distinguished:
Cooperation/Collaboration Consistently works
cooperatively with
(InTASC 3,7,10)
faculty, staff, and
family to create an
optimal learning
environment for
students

Proficient:
Demonstrates an
ability and
willingness to work
cooperatively with
faculty, staff and
peers

Basic: Willing to
work with faculty,
staff and/or peers
with guidance

Unsatisfactory:
Unwilling to
compromise and/or
collaborate when
working with faculty,
staff and/or peers

14.
Rapport/Communication

Distinguished:
Consistently
communicates and
interacts effectively
and professionally
with students,
faculty, and staff;
established a
positive rapport that
makes learners feel
valued; exhibits
caring and respect

Proficient:
Demonstrates an
ability to
communicate and
interact effectively
and professionally
with students,
faculty, and staff;
maintains cordial
relationships with
colleagues

Basic:
Communicates and
interacts
appropriately with
students, faculty,
and/or staff
appropriate level of
respect

Unsatisfactory:
Exhibits little respect
when
communicating or
interacting with
students, faculty
and/or staff; relates
with others in a
negative,
demeaning, or
sarcastic manner

Distinguished:
Makes ongoing
thoughtful and
accurate
assessment of an
activity and/or
lesson’s
effectiveness;

Proficient: Engages
in self-reflection;
generally accurate in
assessing
effectiveness of
instruction

Basic: Makes an
effort to be
reflective; limited
self-assessment of
teaching
effectiveness

Unsatisfactory:
Resists personal
reflection on
assignments and/or
on effectiveness of
activities and
lessons

(InTASC 2,3,8)

15. Self-Reflective
(InTASC 4,9)

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

considers impact of
own biases
16. Responsiveness to
Feedback
(InTASC 1)

17. Lifelong Learner
(InTASC 9,10)

18. Attitude toward
Learners
(InTASC 2)

19. Ways to Contribute
(InTASC 4,8,10)

Distinguished:
Solicits feedback
about performance
and consistently
refines practice
based on input and
contributions

Proficient: Accepts
constructive
feedback and
responds
appropriately

Basic: Is fairly
receptive to
constructive
feedback; asks
questions to selfimprove

Unsatisfactory:
Rejects or ignores
constructive
feedback; and/or
becomes defensive

Distinguished:
Strives to grow
through extra
reading, observing,
assessing, and
making connections
to improve practice

Proficient: Finds
ways to learn
through personal
experiences in
teaching and from
observing others

Basic: Seeks to
learn by observing
and assessing on
occasion

Unsatisfactory:
Shows no interest in
continuing to learn

Distinguished:
Promotes success
for all students;
recognizes and
accepts a personal
role in their success;
seeks best
practices; uses
informative
assessments

Proficient: Believes
in the success of all
students; finds and
uses appropriate
resources and
assessments

Basic: Wants
students to succeed;
is willing to use
resources that are
provided; is
beginning to use
meaningful
assessments

Unsatisfactory:
Fails to promote
success for all
students; and/or
does not expect all
students to learn

Distinguished:
Actively seeks
professional
development
opportunities;
attends professional
meetings and

Proficient:
Participates in
school and district
projects, attends
school in-services
and conferences,

Basic: Plans to
participate in at least
one school-related
activity

Unsatisfactory:
Shows no interest in
participating in
professional
development
activities; ignores
opportunities to

Distinguished
conferences; seeks
to problem solve to
find better solutions
including new and
emerging
technologies

Proficient
uses current
technologies

Basic

Unsatisfactory
participate in schoolrelated professional
events

Important Information in the North Dakota Century Code
6/25/15. The following information was retrieved from:
http://www.legis.nd.gov/information/acdata/pdf/67.1-02-01.pdf?20140817171928.
67.1-02-01-01. Student teachers. A student teacher is one who teaches in a regular classroom situation as
part of the requirements in professional preparation.
1. All college students in education must have classroom-related pre-professional experience prior
to student teaching. This experience must be provided as early as possible. Formal admittance to
the teacher education program includes meeting appropriate state program approval requirements.
A criminal background investigation including the bureau of criminal investigation and federal
bureau of investigation must be completed prior to any student teaching experience.
2. The student teacher should be assigned by a college or university to a cooperating school on a
full-time block. A full-time block is construed as a full day for ten consecutive weeks with
exceptions documented through program approval. The student teacher must be placed in a
classroom where the cooperating teacher is regularly assigned. Additional student teaching
experiences shall be determined by the training institution.
3. In the event of an emergency, the student teacher may once during the student teaching semester
be placed as a substitute in the student teacher’s regularly assigned classroom for a period of time
not to exceed two consecutive days.
4. Student teachers may be placed only in accredited schools. 1 7/2012
5. Teaching experience cannot be used for a waiver of student teaching, except as specified in
subdivision d of subsection 1 of section 67.1-02-02-02.
6. Student teachers may receive a stipend from the school where they have student taught.
7.

A student teacher will be eligible for a forty-day provisional license upon completion of all
requirements for the student teacher’s bachelor’s degree minus the awarding of the degree and the
official transcript as documented by the institution of higher education registrar. Once the degree
has been awarded and the official transcript has been received, the student teacher will receive the
initial two-year license.

History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective October 1, 1998; March 1, 2000;
April 1, 2006; July 1, 2008.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10

67.1-02-01-02. Cooperating teachers.
A cooperating teacher is the teacher in the local situation who works with, helps, and advises the student
teacher.
1. Every cooperating teacher must have acquired a minimum of two semester hours or three quarter
hours in supervision of a student teaching course or an in-service requirement that meets the
necessary essentials in preparing cooperating teachers to supervise student teachers. Those
cooperating teachers who have served prior to July 1, 1976, may have this requirement waived at
the discretion of the host college and cooperating school.
2. The cooperating teacher must have at least three years of teaching experience. The cooperating
teacher must have at least one year of teaching experience in the school system in which the
student teacher is being supervised.
3. Before being accepted and approved as a cooperating teacher, the teacher must be recommended
by the administration of the school in which student teaching is performed.
4. A cooperating teacher who cannot recommend a student teacher for teaching or licensure shall
have a conference with the college supervisor and the student teacher prior to the student teaching
evaluation and recommendation.

History:Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective October 1, 1998; March 1, 2000; August 1, 2002.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10
67.1-02-01-03. College supervisors.
A college supervisor is the college faculty member who is in charge of guiding, helping, and directing the
student teacher.
1. The college supervisor must have early childhood, elementary, middle level, or secondary
teaching experience at the level of supervision.
2. A college supervisor, after meeting with the administration of the school in which student
teaching is to be done, shall meet with the cooperating teacher and provide a copy of the state
student teaching guidelines.
3. The college supervisor shall make a copy of the student teacher’s file available to the cooperating
teacher prior to the arrival of the student teacher. Such file may contain a brief biography and
general information, but may not contain any specific information that would be in violation of a
student’s right to privacy.
4. A college supervisor shall make at least two visitations during the student’s teaching experience,
after which the college supervisor shall hold a joint conference with the cooperating teacher and

the student teacher, or provide each a written critique of the visitation.
5. The teacher education program staff may provide consultation and assistance for the first year
teacher in North Dakota.

History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective October 1, 1998; July 1, 2008.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10

ARTICLE 67.1-03 EDUCATOR’S CODE OF ETHICS
Chapter 67.1-03-01 Educator’s Code of Ethics
CHAPTER 67.1-03-01 CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR EDUCATORS
67.1-03-01-01. Preamble.
The educator recognizes that education preserves and promotes the principles of democracy. The
educator shares with all other citizens the responsibility for the development of educational
policy. The educator acts on the belief that the quality of the services of the education profession
directly influences the nation and its citizens. The educator promotes the worth and dignity of
each human being and strives to help each student realize the student’s potential as a worthy,
effective member of society. The educator, therefore, works to stimulate the spirit of inquiry, the
acquisition of knowledge and understanding, and the thoughtful formulation of worthy goals.
The educator measures success by the progress each student makes toward the realization of the
student’s potential as an effective citizen. The educator regards the employment agreement as a
solemn pledge to be executed both in spirit and in fact in a manner consistent with the highest
ideals of professional service. The educator accepts the responsibility to practice the profession
according to the highest ethical standards. The educator strives to raise professional standards to
improve service and achieve conditions which attract highly qualified persons to the profession.
The following code of professional conduct of the education standards and practices board
governs all members of the teaching profession. A violation of this section constitutes grounds
for disciplinary action which includes the issuance of a warning or reprimand or both, suspension
or revocation of the license of the affected educator, or other appropriate disciplinary action.
History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective August 1, 2002.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10
67.1-03-01-02. Principle I - Commitment to the student.
In fulfilling obligations to students, the North Dakota educator:
1. Shall not, without just cause, deny the student access to varying points of view;
2. Shall not intentionally suppress or distort subject matter relevant to a student’s academic
program;
3. Shall protect the student from conditions detrimental to learning or to physiological or
psychological well-being;
4. Shall not engage in physical abuse of a student or sexual conduct with a student and shall
report to the education standards and practices board knowledge of such an act by an
educator;

5. Shall not harass, discriminate against, or grant a discriminatory advantage to a student on
the grounds of race, color, creed, sex, national origin, marital status, political or religious
beliefs, physical or mental conditions, family, social, or cultural background, or sexual
orientation; shall make reasonable effort to assure that a student is protected from
harassment or discrimination on these grounds; and may not engage in a course of
conduct that would encourage a reasonable student to develop a prejudice on these
grounds;
6. Shall not use professional relationships with a student for personal advantage or gain;
7. Shall disclose confidential information about individuals, in accordance with state and
federal laws, only when a compelling professional purpose is served or when required by
law; and
8. Shall accord just and equitable treatment to all students as they exercise their educational
rights and responsibilities.
History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective August 1, 2002.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10
67.1-03-01-03. Principle II - Commitment to the profession.
In fulfilling obligations to the profession, the North Dakota educator:
1. Shall accord just and equitable treatment of all members of the profession in the exercise
of their professional rights and responsibilities;
2. Shall not, on the basis of race, color, creed, sex, national origin, marital status, political or
religious beliefs, physical condition, family, social or cultural background, or sexual
orientation, deny to a colleague a professional benefit, advantage, or participation in any
professional organization, nor discriminate in employment practice, assignment, or
evaluation of personnel;
3. Shall not sexually harass a fellow employee;
4. Shall withhold and safeguard information acquired about colleagues in the course of
employment, unless disclosure serves a compelling professional purpose;
5. Shall present complete and accurate information on the application for licensure and
employment;
6. Shall present complete and accurate information on any document in connection with
professional responsibilities;
7. Shall present evaluations of and recommendations for colleagues fairly, accurately, and
professionally;
8. Shall cooperate with the education standards and practices board in inquiries and hearings
and shall not file false complaints or shall not seek reprisal against any individuals
involved with the complaint;
9. Shall not knowingly distort, withhold, or misrepresent information regarding a position
from an applicant or misrepresent an assignment or conditions of employment;
10. Shall not breach a professional employment contract;
11. Shall not knowingly assign professional duties for which a professional educator’s
license is required;

12. Shall not accept a gratuity, gift, or favor that might influence or appear to influence
professional judgment, nor offer a gratuity, gift, or favor to obtain special advantage; and
13. Shall exhibit professional conduct in safeguarding and maintaining the confidentiality of
test materials and information.
History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective August 1, 2002.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10 67.1-03-01-04.
Principle III - Commitment to the community.
In fulfilling these obligations to the public, the North Dakota educator:
1. Shall distinguish between personal views and the views of the employing educational
agency;
2. Shall not distort or misrepresent the facts concerning educational matter; and
3. Shall not interfere in the exercise of political and citizenship rights and responsibilities of
others.
History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective August 1, 2002.
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-08, 15.1-13-10
CHAPTER 15.1-15
CONTRACTS OF TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

15.1-15-07. Discharge for cause - Grounds.
The board of a school district may dismiss an individual employed as a teacher, a principal, or as
an assistant or associate superintendent prior to the expiration of the individual's contract for any
of the following causes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Immoral conduct.
Insubordination.
Conviction of a felony.
Conduct unbecoming the position held by the individual.
Failure to perform contracted duties without justification.
Gross inefficiency that the individual has failed to correct after written notice.
Continuing physical or mental disability that renders the individual unfit or unable to perform the
individual's duties.

CHAPTER 15.1-18
TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS
15.1-18-01. Early childhood education teaching license.
The education standards and practices board shall issue an optional early childhood education teaching
license or endorsement to an applicant who meets the requirements set by the board. The optional early
childhood education teaching license may be used in nonparental settings such as early childhood

programs, preschool programs, and head start programs.
15.1-18-02. Prekindergarten and kindergarten teacher qualifications - Exceptions.
In order to teach prekindergarten and kindergarten, an individual must be:
1. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to teach by the
education standards and practices board; and
a. Have a major in elementary education and a kindergarten endorsement;
b. Have a major equivalency in elementary education and a kindergarten endorsement;
c. Have a major in elementary education and an early childhood education
endorsement;
d. Have a major equivalency in elementary education and an early childhood education
endorsement;
e. Have a major in early childhood education; or
f. Have a major equivalency in early childhood education.

15.1-18-03. Grades nine through twelve - Teacher qualifications - Exceptions.
Repealed by S.L. 2003, ch. 157, § 11.
15.1-18-04. Student teacher - Eminence-credentialed teacher - Legal authority and status.
1. An individual assigned as a student teacher or employed as an eminence-credentialed
teacher has the same legal authority and status as a licensed teacher employed by the school
district. The authority extends to all aspects of student management and discipline, the
handling of confidential student records, and to all legal authority granted to a licensed
teacher in the state.
2. An individual assigned as a student teacher or employed as an eminence-credentialed
teacher must be deemed a licensed teacher employed by the district with respect to acts
performed by the individual at the direction of or with the consent of the district employees
under whose supervision and control the individual performs duties, whether or not the duties
are performed entirely in the presence of district employees assigned to supervise the
individual.
3. An individual assigned as a student teacher or employed as an eminence-credentialed
teacher must be deemed an employee of the school district for purposes of liability
insurance coverage under sections 32-12.1-05 and 39-01-08.
4. For purposes of this chapter, "eminence-credentialed teacher" means an individual who
provides teaching services in accordance with subsection 21 of section 15.1-09-33.

15.1-18-05. Special education strategist credential.
In addition to any other credential, the superintendent of public instruction shall implement a special
education strategist credential, effective August 1, 2001. Any individual who obtains a special education

strategist credential and meets all other teacher licensure requirements imposed by statute may provide
special education services in the areas of intellectual disabilities, emotional disturbance, and specific
learning disabilities. Page No. 1
15.1-18-06. Provisional special education strategist credential.
Beginning August 1, 2001, upon application the superintendent of public instruction shall issue a
provisional special education strategist credential to any individual who is licensed to teach by the
education standards and practices board or approved to teach by the education standards and practices
board and who holds a credential applicable to the areas of intellectual disabilities, emotional disturbance,
or specific learning disabilities. The provisional credential must be made available to the individual for
the lesser of three years or the period of time required by the individual to complete the requirements for a
special education strategist credential.
15.1-18-07. Elementary school teacher qualifications.
1. In order to teach any grade in an elementary school that offers grades one through six, or in
order to teach any grade in an elementary school that offers grades one through eight, an
individual must be:
a. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to teach by
the education standards and practices board; and
i. Have a major in elementary education; or
ii. Have a major equivalency in elementary education.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1, an individual may teach any grade from one
through three in an elementary school provided the individual is:
a. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to
teach by the education standards and practices board; and
i. Has a major in early childhood education; or
ii. Has a major equivalency in early childhood education.

15.1-18-08. Middle school teacher qualifications.
1. In order to teach any grade from five through eight in a middle school, an individual must be:
a. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to
teach by the education standards and practices board; and
i. Have a major in middle level education, with content in the areas taught by
the individual and defined by the education standards and practices board as core
academic areas;
b. Have a major equivalency in middle level education, with content in the areas taught by
the individual and defined by the education standards and practices board as core
academic areas; or
c. Have a major, a major equivalency, a minor, or a minor equivalency in each area taught
by the individual and not defined by the education standards and practices board as a core
academic area.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1, an individual may teach grade five or six in a
middle school, provided the individual is:
a. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to teach by
the education standards and practices board; and
i. Has a major in elementary education; or
ii. Has a major equivalency in elementary education.

15.1-18-09. High school qualifications.
In order to teach grades seven through twelve, an individual must be:
1. Licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board or approved to teach by the
education standards and practices board; and
a. Have a major in the areas taught by the individual and defined by the education
standards and practices board as core academic areas;
b. Have a major equivalency in the areas taught by the individual and defined by the
education standards and practices board as core academic areas; or
c. Have a major, a major equivalency, a minor, or a minor equivalency in each area
taught by the individual and not defined by the education standards and practices board as
a core academic area.

15.1-18-10. Specialty areas - Teacher qualification.
Notwithstanding the requirements of this chapter:
1. An individual may teach art, business education, computer education, a foreign language,
music, physical education, special education, and technology education at any grade level
from kindergarten through grade eight, provided the individual:
d. Is licensed to teach by the education standards and practices board;
e. Is approved to teach in that area by the education standards and practices board; and
f. Meets all requirements set forth in rule by the superintendent of public instruction.
2.

An individual may teach Native American languages provided the individual is an eminencecredentialed teacher.

3. An individual may teach in the areas of trade, industry, technical occupations, or health
occupations, provided the individual has been issued a license to teach in such areas by the
education standards and practices board.

15.1-18-11. Rural school districts - Federal flexibility.
The education standards and practices board may extend the effective dates for any provision in
this chapter if the United States secretary of education by rule, policy, or guidance authorizes
such extension.

General Instructions for the Development and Presentation
of the Teacher Candidate Portfolio
Purpose: The primary purpose of this portfolio is for teacher candidates to demonstrate their ability to
meet the knowledge, skills and dispositions identified in the InTASC standards (see table 1). Teacher
candidates integrate technology, experiences with diversity, and application of essential studies learning
outcomes throughout the portfolio. The portfolio serves as a reflective tool for teacher candidates to use
while exploring career placement opportunities.
Table 1: InTASC Standards
Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium Standards (InTASC)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing that patterns of learning and
development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical
areas, and designs and implements developmentally appropriate and challenging learning experiences.
The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and communities to
ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet high standards
The teacher works with others to create environments that support individual and collaborative learning,
and that encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.
The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the discipline(s) he or
she teaches and creates learning experiences that make the discipline accessible and meaningful for
learners to assure mastery of the content.
The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use differing perspectives to engage learners in
critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative problem solving related to authentic local and global issues.
The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to engage learners in their own
growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making.
The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous learning goals by drawing
upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as
knowledge of learners and the community context.
The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage learners to develop
deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in
meaningful ways.
The teacher engages in ongoing professional learning and uses evidence to continually evaluate his/her
practice, particularly the effects of his/her choices and actions on others (learners, families, other
professionals, and the community), and adapts practice to meet the needs of each learner.
The teacher seeks appropriate leadership roles and opportunities to take responsibility for student
learning, to collaborate with learners, families, colleagues, other school professionals, and community
members to ensure learner growth, and to advance the profession.
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Portfolio Overview
Teacher candidates are required to create a professional portfolio throughout their teacher education
program as a requirement for graduation. Quality artifacts and well-written rationales are based off the
InTASC Standards and other outcomes for student learning. The portfolio will be created in a TaskStream
DRF. The purpose of the portfolio is for teacher candidates to demonstrate growth in knowledge and
performance throughout their educator preparation program. For this assignment, teacher candidates are
required to upload a variety of artifacts and rationale to demonstrate their knowledge and performance.
Portfolios are reviewed at three checkpoints throughout the program:
o Checkpoint 1 takes place in EDUC 250*. In EDUC 250 (and co-req EDUC 272) teacher
candidates begin to create their portfolio. During these courses, students are introduced to
the purpose of the portfolio and instructed on how to write rationale, select artifacts and
work within the TaskStream system. Checkpoint 1 concludes with a self and peer
evaluation of the teacher candidates’ portfolio entries.
o Checkpoint 2 is completed in students’ methods courses: Early Childhood 316,
Elementary Block II, or Secondary General Methods. During Checkpoint 2 teacher
candidates add additional artifacts and accompanied rationale as outlined in the portfolio
rubric. Checkpoint 2 concludes with a self, peer and instructor evaluation of the teacher
candidates’ portfolio entries.
o Checkpoint 3, the final portfolio presentation, may be completed after 10 weeks of the
Student Teaching Experience and/or at least 2 weeks of the Part-Time Student Teaching
Experience. Candidates must present by the Friday before Final Exam Week. Checkpoint
3 concludes with a self-evaluation of the teacher candidates’ portfolio entries and a
presentation of the portfolio that is evaluated by 2 reviewers, one being the lead reviewer.
* If the teacher candidate did not take EDUC 250 at Mayville State University, contact Kayla Smith in the
Division of Education. She will assist teacher candidates in starting the portfolio process (including
orientation to TaskStream).

Checkpoint 1




During EDUC 250* teacher candidates will purchase TaskStream and using the steps provided in
class, enroll in MSU’s portfolio.
In EDUC 250, teacher candidates will be introduced to the purpose of the portfolio, instructed on
how to write rationale, and how to select artifacts for corresponding standards.
To successfully complete Checkpoint 1 in EDUC 250, teacher candidates are responsible for
completing the following items (see Portfolio Appendices and Rubric for more specific information):
o Introduction: Educational Autobiography (InTASC 9)
o Professional looking photo (InTASC 9)
o 1 artifact and rationale that supports 1 of the 10 InTASC Standards (InTASC 1-10)
o 1 artifact and rationale that supports Essential Studies (InTASC 1-5)
o 1 artifact and rationale that supports a Second Major/Minor (InTASC 1-10)
o Small group presentation of completed components in EDUC 250 (InTASC 9)
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Checkpoint 1 concludes with a small group presentation followed by self and peer evaluation of the
teacher candidates’ portfolio entries, presentation, and subsequent goal setting (InTASC 9).
The rubric used to evaluate portfolio Checkpoint 1 will be shared EDUC 250. It is also available on
TaskStream in the portfolio DRF. Teacher candidates should use the rubric to not only self-assess
but also to guide the creation of their portfolio.
Additional “self-help” portfolio information is found under the “Student Self-Help” section in
TaskStream.

* If the teacher candidate did not take EDUC 250 at Mayville State University or did not complete
Checkpoint 1, they should contact Kayla Smith, the Director of Student Placement. She will assist teacher
candidates in starting the portfolio process (including orientation to TaskStream).

Checkpoint 2









During respective methods courses (Early Childhood 316, Elementary Block II-EDUC 302, or
Secondary General Methods-EDUC 480), teacher candidates will add to the portfolio components
they completed in Checkpoint 1.
In the methods courses, teacher candidates will be reminded of the purpose of the portfolio, with
specific instructions for how to select appropriate artifacts and revising their written rationale. A
specific focus on how to select InTASC standards that best represent both Performance and
Knowledge artifacts, is articulated in class.
To successfully, complete Checkpoint 2, teacher candidates are responsible for completing the
following items (see Portfolio Appendices and Rubric for more specific information):
o Review, update, and complete items from Checkpoint 1*
o Philosophy of Education Paper (written in Methods courses: Early Childhood 316,
Elementary Block II-EDUC 319, or Secondary General Methods-EDUC 480) and rationale
(InTASC 1-10)
o Philosophy of Diversity in Education Paper (written in EDUC 381) and rationale (InTASC 13, 5, and 7-10)
o Professional Resume (InTASC 7-10)
o Letter of Reference (InTASC 3)
o 1 artifact and rationale that support each of the 10 InTASC Standards (InTASC 1-10)
 For each of the 10 artifacts and rationale, teacher candidates will need to
determine if the artifacts uploaded represent Performance or Knowledge.
Checkpoint 2 concludes with small group presentation followed by a self, peer, and instructor
evaluation of the teacher candidates’ portfolio entries. (InTASC 9)
The rubric used to evaluate portfolio Checkpoint 2 will be shared in class and is available on
TaskStream. Teacher candidates should use the rubric to not only self-assess but also to guide
the creation of their portfolio.
Additional “self-help” portfolio information is found under the “Student Self-Help” section in
TaskStream.
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* If the teacher candidate did not take EDUC 250 at Mayville State University or did not complete
Checkpoint 1, they should contact Kayla Smith, the Director of Student Placement. She will assist
teacher candidates in starting the portfolio process (including orientation to TaskStream).

Checkpoint 3






Teacher candidates will present their completed portfolio as a graded component of EDUC 401
(taken concurrently with EDUC 400 – Student Teaching).
This final portfolio presentation may be completed after week 10 of the Student Teaching
experience and at least 2 weeks into the Part-Time Student Teaching Experience if applicable.
Information on portfolio development is located in the EDUC 401 Moodle course.
Candidates must present by the Friday before Final Exam Week. If the Portfolio presentation is
not completed by this date, teacher candidates may risk delayed graduation.
To successfully, complete Checkpoint 3, teacher candidates are responsible for completing the
following items (see Portfolio Appendices and Rubric for more specific information):
o Gain acceptance from two faculty members to be on the portfolio committee (see Portfolio
Reviewer Selection List in the EDUC 401 Moodle course for available faculty members).
 Faculty members may or may not agree to be on the teacher candidate’s
committee dependent upon their current portfolio review loads. If a faculty
member indicates they are unable to serve on a portfolio review committee, the
teacher candidate must continue to seek other faculty members until the candidate
has two faculty reviewers that agree to serve.
 Candidates may not request Cooperating Teachers to be portfolio reviewers.
Some University Supervisors and adjunct faculty members may serve as portfolio
reviewers.
o Ask one of the two faculty members to be the Lead Reviewer. With your Lead Reviewer,
decide what date works best for your portfolio presentation. Then, provide the names of
your two reviewers to the Director of Student Placement and the date of your scheduled
portfolio by the date indicated in the EDUC 401 Moodle course.
o One week in advance of portfolio presentation, teacher candidates will notify reviewers that
the portfolio is ready for evaluation. Before submission to your reviewers, it is highly
encouraged that candidates use the portfolio rubric and complete a self-evaluation of the
portfolio.
o Prior to indicating the portfolio is ready for evaluation, be sure to:
 Review MSU Program Assessment Portfolio Rubric to guide quality submission.
 Review goal statements from previous Checkpoints and ensure they are
addressed (InTASC 9).*
 Review, update, and complete items from Checkpoints 1 and 2 (see above).*
 Upload artifacts and write rationale for all portfolio sections that have not been
previously completed. Check that:
 Each InTASC standard has one artifact and rationale written from your
student teaching experience (InTASC 1-10).
 Two Essential Studies artifacts and rationale are uploaded (InTASC 4).
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Two Second Major/Minor artifacts and rationale, aligned to InTASC
standards are uploaded (InTASC 1-10).
 Two teaching videos and accompanied critical reflections from your
student teaching experience are uploaded – videos should be recorded
during weeks 4 and 8, approximately (InTASC 9).
 Two artifacts and rationale related to Diversity are uploaded (InTASC 110).
Checkpoint 3 concludes with a professional presentation of the completed portfolio, followed by the
reviewers’ evaluation of the teacher candidates’ portfolio (InTASC 9).
o Two faculty reviewers will read through and score your entire portfolio on the portfolio
rubric prior to the presentation.
o Be prepared to succinctly discuss the areas of the portfolio that you would like to
showcase (minimum of three areas).
o Please reference and adhere to rubric criteria when preparing for your presentation.
o Plan for a one hour presentation that includes discussion, questions, and wrap-up.
o The Lead Reviewer will submit teacher candidate’s name, portfolio date, time, and location
to invite campus and community members to attend portfolio presentations. Teacher
candidates are welcome to invite family and friends to attend the portfolio presentation.
The rubric used to evaluate portfolio Checkpoint 3 is located in the EDUC 401 Moodle course and
is available on TaskStream.
Teacher candidates must earn a grade of C or higher on the portfolio and meet GPA requirements
for the program (2.75) prior to graduation.
If a candidate submits a portfolio that does not demonstrate attention to quality and assignment
requirements, the reviewers have the authority to send it back to the teacher candidate and require
revisions to improve the quality. This may or may not result in an Incomplete for the EDUC 401
course.
Additional “self-help” portfolio information is found under the “Student Self-Help” section in
TaskStream.

* If the teacher candidate did not complete Checkpoints 1 and 2 at Mayville State University, they
should contact Kayla Smith, the Director of Student Placement. She will assist teacher candidates in
starting the portfolio process (including orientation to TaskStream).
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Portfolio Appendices
Appendix A:
How do I write the Introduction: Educational Autobiography?
The introduction to the portfolio should be engaging and show an integration of concepts of the Reflective
Experiential Teacher Model through statements of personal and professional goals. Think about how
previous educational experiences have the potential to influence your future career as an educator and how
that relates to MSU’s framework (Reflective Experiential Teacher Model).
Teacher candidates will write the Introduction: Educational Autobiography in the first section of the
TaskStream ePortfilio. Topics to be covered in the Introduction include: background information,
experiences in educational settings, reasons for choosing Mayville State University, chosen degree/minor,
reasons for becoming a teacher, beliefs about teaching/learning, and personal and professional goals. The
Introduction should be well-written and succinctly stated in 2-3 paragraphs.
The Introduction: Educational Autobiography should include a professional looking photo. The photo needs
to be embedded rather than uploaded as an attachment. Teacher candidates should choose a current,
headshot of themselves in professional dress.
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Appendix B:
How do I select artifacts for InTASC Standards 1-10?
An artifact is anything that represents a teacher candidate’s knowledge or performance. Artifacts uploaded
to represent the Performance component of any InTASC standard should clearly demonstrate the teacher
candidate’s ability to apply knowledge and skills in educational settings. The Knowledge component of any
InTASC standard should clearly demonstrate the teacher candidate’s understandings related to the core
principles of teaching and learning. Artifacts should be quality products or documentation of significant
experiences. Teacher candidates will be required to select artifacts that best represent their growth and
competencies as a professional educator. Completion of the portfolio will require teacher candidates to
select two artifacts to represent each of the 10 InTASC standards. Other artifacts as outlined in the
assignment description and rubric will also need to be selected. Example artifacts include:
 Course assignments
 Research projects
 Research papers
 Observation reflections
 Lesson plans
 Students' work samples
 Pre- Post-test analysis
 Teaching demonstrations
 Evaluations completed by cooperating teacher or university supervisors
 Conference presentations
 Video of classroom teaching
 Professional development activities
 Copy of workshop certificate and reflection
 Assessments and rubrics
 Awards/Certificates/Grants
 Videos

How do I select artifacts for Essential Studies section?
Essential Studies courses provide a teacher candidate with foundational, interdisciplinary understandings.
These understandings are used to ground their professional education studies. Assignments, projects,
experiences, or presentations from Essential Studies courses should be used as uploads for the Essential
Studies artifacts. If a teacher candidate is unable to locate artifacts from past Essential Studies
coursework, they can reflect on their Essential Studies coursework (readings and assignments) and write a
one-page, double spaced paper that indicates how that coursework supports their continued studies in
professional education courses. Teacher candidates should refer to the Essential Learning Outcomes
below when choosing their artifacts and writing the rationales for the Essential Studies section of the
portfolio:
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ELO #1 - Students will demonstrate knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural
world through study in the sciences and mathematics, social sciences, humanities, histories,
languages and the arts. This is focused by engagement with big questions, both contemporary and
enduring.
ELO #2 - Students will demonstrate intellectual and practical skills, practiced extensively across the
curriculum, in the context of progressively more challenging problems, projects and standards for
performance.
ELO #3 - Students will demonstrate personal and social responsibility, anchored through active
involvement with diverse communities and real-world challenges.
ELO #4 - Students will demonstrate Integrative and Applied Learning, including synthesis and
advanced accomplishment across general and specialized studies. This is demonstrated through
the application of knowledge, skills and responsibilities to new settings and complex problems.

How do I select artifacts for the Minor/Specialization or Second Major section?
Teacher candidates are required to select two artifacts that represent coursework related to their minor,
specialization or second major. These two artifacts should demonstrate the teacher candidate’s
competencies in knowledge, skills, or dispositions associated with any of the 10 InTASC standards.
Rationale should be written for each of the artifacts to thoroughly describe the artifact and its context. A
discussion of how the artifact demonstrates the teacher candidate’s knowledge of the minor/second major
should be included in the rationale. Use the artifact list above to guide your selection of quality artifacts.
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Appendix C:
How do I write rationale?
Rationale are written for each artifact to justify the teacher candidate’s selection of the artifact and it’s
alignment with the standard. To write a quality rationale, teacher candidates should keep the following
points in mind:
 Rationale should be well-written and concise.
 Aim to write two paragraphs. The first paragraph should include a brief summary of the artifact.
Introduce the artifact, what it is and what purpose the artifact served in your professional learning.
The second paragraph should provide justification of the reason for choosing the artifact. How
does the artifact demonstrate your competencies in relation to the standard? How does it represent
your knowledge or performance in relation to the standard? Consider using the language found
within the InTASC standards as you write your justification.
Phrases to consider using in your rationale
After briefly explaining the artifact and what class you completed it in, use the following phrases (among
others) to justify WHY you chose that artifact to showcase your learning:













I chose this artifact because…
This artifact demonstrates…
The lesson plan artifact shows…
I feel this experience impacted me by…
I learned…
I think that this artifact demonstrates my ability to…
I think that this artifact demonstrates my ability to
Standard 3 focuses on...
I feel this experience impacted me because
I have chosen this artifact because I believe
This artifact relates to Standard 4 because ...
This paper demonstrates...
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Appendix D:
What if I didn’t write a Philosophy of Education paper or a Philosophy of Diversity in
Education Paper?
Teacher candidates write the Philosophy of Education paper in the corresponding methods courses: Early
Childhood EC 316, Elementary Block II-EDUC 319, or Secondary General Methods-EDUC 480. The
Philosophy of Diversity in Education paper is written in EDUC 381-Human Relations and Cultural Diversity.
Transfer students may not have written these papers if these courses were transferred. However, these
philosophy papers are required artifacts for the portfolio. To meet requirements for this artifact entry,
teacher candidates will need to write a philosophy of education paper and a philosophy of diversity in
education paper. For more information on how to complete these components of the portfolio, contact
Kayla Smith, the Director of Student Placement.
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Appendix E:
What do I upload into the ePortfolio?
Use the following information to guide your submission of artifacts and rationale for each of the three
Checkpoints:
Checkpoint 1
Introduction/Educational Autobiography
Professional looking photo
Artifact and rationale from an Essential Studies course to support Essential Learning Outcomes
Artifact and rationale to support one of the10 InTASC standards
Artifact and rationale that supports Minor, Major, or Second Major
Checkpoint 2
Complete all items in Checkpoint 1
Philosophy of Education paper and rationale
Philosophy of Diversity in Education paper and rationale
Professional Resume
1 Letter of Recommendation
10 artifacts, rationale, and selection of specific standards that support the InTASC standards (either
knowledge or performance)
Checkpoint 3
Complete all items in Checkpoints 1 and 2
2 more letters of recommendation (total of 3)
Artifact, rationale, and selection of specific standards for ALL remaining InTASC standards (both
performance and knowledge)
1 more artifact and rationale from an Essential Studies course to support Essential Learning
Outcomes (2 total)
1 more artifact and rationale that supports Minor, Major, or Second Major (2 total)
2 (10-15 minute max) teaching videos and critical reflections
Check to ensure the portfolio has embedded evidence within artifacts and rationales of diversity and
technology goals (see Portfolio Rubric)
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Appendix F:
Portfolio Tips and Tricks
Follow these simple tips and you’ll be well on your way to a fantastic portfolio that will showcase all of the
hard work that you put in to become an effective educator!













Look at the rubric to see how you will be evaluated – this is backwards design at its finest! 
Keep your format consistent throughout! It shows that you care about the details
Type everything in Word first because TaskStream doesn’t have spell check.
Proofread and make sure it sounds professional, not conversational
Make sure file names match artifact name, small detail but when it’s right, it shows you notice!
Include the class or experience in which you created the artifact
Use InTaSC standards verbiage to write SOME of your rationale
Explain what artifact you chose, when and why you created it, and MOST importantly, include
rationale for WHY you think it showcases your performance or knowledge as an educator. Use the
prompts provided to get you started.
Include pictures when writing your rationale, photos make it more powerful and much for fun to
review!
Make it your own
Your portfolio is a direct extension of your professionalism, make sure it’s representing you in the
best possible light!
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Appendix G:
What can I expect at each portfolio presentation?
Checkpoint 1

The presentation for Checkpoint 1 involves a peer review process. Teacher candidates will show their
portfolio and discuss artifacts and rationale to a small group of their peers. The peers will then rate the
presenter’s portfolio using the rubric found in TaskStream. The evaluation will end with the teacher
candidate setting a goal to support continued work on their portfolio.

Checkpoint 2

The presentation for Checkpoint 2 involves a peer presentation, self-evaluation through goal setting, and an
instructor evaluation. Teacher candidates will present their portfolio to a small group of peers. The teacher
candidate will then self-evaluate by setting a goal for themselves to complete before Checkpoint 3.
Methods instructors will also use the TaskStream rubric to evaluate the teacher candidate’s portfolio. The
rubric includes a section for comments from the instructor to guide the candidate’s future work on the
portfolio.

Checkpoint 3

A professional presentation of the completed portfolio is done in Checkpoint 3. The presentation is
followed by the reviewers’ evaluation of the teacher candidates’ portfolio.
o Two faculty reviewers will read through and score the entire portfolio on the portfolio rubric
prior to the presentation.
o The teacher candidate needs to be prepared to succinctly discuss the areas of the portfolio
that they would like to showcase (minimum of three standards).
o Teacher candidates will reference and adhere to rubric criteria when preparing for the
portfolio presentation.
o Plan for a one hour presentation that includes discussion, questions, and wrap-up.
o The Lead Reviewer will submit teacher candidate’s name, portfolio date, time, and location
to invite campus and community members to attend portfolio presentations. Teacher
candidates are welcome to invite family and friends to attend the portfolio presentation.
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Appendix H:
How will my portfolio be evaluated?
Teacher candidates can find the rubrics for the portfolio checkpoints in the “Student Self Help Portfolio
Information” section of their portfolio. This is the last section of your portfolio to use as a self-check and
guidance for quality submission.
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Portfolio Rubric
Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

Presentation

The Teacher Candidate
confidently presents their
portfolio in an exemplary manner;
arrives on time; professionally
dressed

The Teacher Candidate
competently presents their
portfolio in an adequate manner;
arrives on time; professionally
dressed

The Teacher Candidate presents
their portfolio in an incomplete
manner

The Teacher Candidate
inadequately presents their
portfolio with multiple
grammatical errors and unclear
speech

Introduction

The introduction is engaging and
shows an integration of concepts
of the Reflective Experiential
Teacher Model through a
statement of personal and
professional goals.

The introduction is engaging and
shows a connection to the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Model through a statement of
personal and professional goals.

The introduction provides a
statement of personal and
professional goals with little
relation to the Reflective
Experiential Teacher Model.

The introduction is lacking a
personal and professional goal
statement and has no relation to
the Reflective Experiential
Teacher Model.

Resume

The resume is detailed,
professional in appearance, and
free of spelling and grammatical
errors. The format is clear;
comprehensively summarizes
skills, abilities, and
accomplishments

The resume is professional in
appearance and is free of
spelling and grammatical errors.
The format is clear; adequately
summaries skills, abilities, and
accomplishments

The resume lacks professional
appearance and contains
noticeable spelling and
grammatical errors.
The format is unclear and
inadequately summarizes skills,
abilities, and

The resume lacks professional
appearance and contains
numerous spelling and
grammatical errors. The format is
hard to follow and is incomplete

Letters of
Reference

NA

Met3 letters of recommendation who
can speak to your abilities as a
teacher

Does Not MeetLess than 3 letters of
recommendation.

NA

Philosophy of
Education

Rationale thoroughly provides a
comprehensive summary of the
Teacher Candidate’s philosophy

Rationale provides an adequate
summary of the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy

Rationale provides an incomplete
summary of the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy

Rationale inadequately
summarizes the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy

Philosophy of
Diversity in
Education

Rationale thoroughly provides a
comprehensive summary of the
Teacher Candidate’s philosophy
of diversity

Rationale provides an adequate
summary of the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy of
diversity

Rationale provides an incomplete
summary of the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy of
diversity

Rationale inadequately
summarizes the Teacher
Candidate’s philosophy of
diversity

InTASC #1Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of learner
development

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of learner
development

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
learner development

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
learner development

InTASC #1Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can apply deep understanding of
the interconnections among
different areas of learner

The artifact shows the candidate
can correctly apply understanding
of learner development

The artifact shows the candidate
partially applies their
understanding of learner
development

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no application of their
understanding of learner
development

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

development (i.e. cognitive,
linguistic, social, emotional, and
physical)
InTASC #1Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of learner development

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of learner
development

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of learner development

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of learner
development

InTASC #1Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
interconnections among different
areas of learner development
(i.e. cognitive, linguistic, social,
emotional, and physical)

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of learner
development

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of learner
development

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
learner development

InTASC #2Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of learner
differences

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of learner
differences

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
learner differences

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
learner differences

InTASC #2Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can apply deep understanding of
learners commonalities and
individual differences within and
across diverse communities

The artifact shows the candidate
can correctly apply understanding
of learner differences

The artifact shows the candidate
partially applies their
understanding of learner
differences

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no application of their
understanding of learner
differences

InTASC #2Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of learner differences

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of learner differences

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of learner differences

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of learner differences

InTASC #2Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of
learners commonalities and
individual differences within and
across diverse communities

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of learner
differences

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of learner
differences

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
learner differences

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

InTASC #3Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of
developing safe, respectful and
engaging learning environments

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates the
ability to create appropriate
learning environments

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates the ability to create
appropriate learning
environments

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates the ability to create
appropriate learning
environments

InTASC #3Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can appropriately manage and
collaboratively create a safe,
respectful and engaging learning
environment

The artifact shows the candidate
can create appropriate learning
environments

The artifact shows the candidate
partially creates appropriate
learning environments

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no ability to create
appropriate learning
environments

InTASC #3Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of safe, respectful and engaging
learning environments

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of appropriate
learning environments

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of appropriate learning
environments

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of appropriate
learning environments

InTASC #3Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of safe,
respectful and engaging learning
environments and the
collaboration needed to create
them

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of appropriate
learning environments

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of
appropriate learning
environments

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
appropriate learning
environments

InTASC #4Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of the
central concepts, tools of inquiry
and structures of the discipline

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of content
knowledge

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
content knowledge

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
content knowledge

InTASC #4Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can apply deep understanding of
the central concepts, tools of
inquiry and structures of the
discipline

The artifact shows the candidate
can correctly apply understanding
of content knowledge

The artifact shows the candidate
partially applies their
understanding of content
knowledge

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no application of their
understanding of content
knowledge

InTASC #4Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of content

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of content knowledge

the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of content

artifact demonstrates knowledge
of content

InTASC #4Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
central concepts, tools of inquiry
and structures of the discipline

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of content

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of content

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
content

InTASC #5Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights related to
application of content and
differing perspectives to real
world context

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance related to
application of content

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance
related to application of content

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance
related to application of content

InTASC #5Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can apply deep understanding of
content and differing
perspectives of real world
contexts and resources

The artifact shows the candidate
can correctly apply understanding
of content

The artifact shows the candidate
partially applies their
understanding of content

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no application of their
understanding of content

InTASC #5Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of content and differing
perspectives to real world context

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge related to application
of content

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
related to application of content

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge related to application
of content

InTASC #5Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of how to
apply content and differing
perspectives of real world
contexts and resources

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge related to
application of content

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge related to
application of content

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge related
to application of content

InTASC #6Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of multiple
methods of assessment

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of multiple methods
of assessment

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
multiple methods of assessment

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
multiple methods of assessment

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

InTASC #6Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can use, design and adapt
multiple methods of assessment

The artifact shows the candidate
can use multiple methods of
assessment

The artifact shows the candidate
uses assessment

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no use of assessment

InTASC #6Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of multiple methods of
assessment

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of multiple methods of
assessment

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of multiple methods of
assessment

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of multiple methods of
assessment

InTASC #6Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of multiple
assessments and how they
support learner progress

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of multiple
methods of assessment

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of
assessment methods

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
assessment methods

InTASC #7Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of planning
for instruction

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of planning for
instruction

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
planning for instruction

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
planning for instruction

InTASC #7Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
selects, creates and sequences
learning experiences that support
students in reaching learning
goals

The artifact shows the candidate
can appropriately plan for
instruction that meets learning
goals

The artifact shows the candidate
minimally plans for instruction

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no ability to plan for
instruction

InTASC #7Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of planning for instruction

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of planning for
instruction

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of planning for instruction

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of planning for
instruction

InTASC #7Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of
selecting, creating and
sequencing learning experiences
that support students in reaching
learning goals

The artifact shows the candidate
has appropriate knowledge of
planning for instruction to meet
learning goals

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of planning
for instruction

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
planning for instruction

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

InTASC #8Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of a variety
of instructional strategies

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
use of a variety instructional
strategies

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates use of instructional
strategies

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates use of instructional
strategies

InTASC #8
Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
uses a variety of instructional
strategies that makes learning
accessible and meaningful to all
learners

The artifact shows the candidate
can consistently use appropriate
instructional strategies

The artifact shows the candidate
has inconsistent use of
appropriate instructional
strategies

The artifact shows the candidate
has inadequate use of
instructional strategies

InTASC #8Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of variety of instructional
strategies

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of a variety of
instructional strategies

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of instructional strategies

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of instructional
strategies

InTASC #8Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of a
variety of instructional strategies
that makes learning accessible
and meaningful to all learners

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of a variety of
appropriate instructional
strategies

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of
instructional strategies

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
instructional strategies

InTASC #9Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of
professional learning and ethical
practice

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of professional
learning and ethical practice

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
professional learning and ethical
practice

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
professional learning and ethical
practice

InTASC #9Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
actively engages in ongoing
professional learning and/or
ethical practice and continually
evaluates the effects

The artifact shows the candidate
engages in appropriate
professional learning and/or
ethical practice

The artifact shows the candidate
engages in limited professional
learning and/or ethical practice

The artifact shows the candidate
engages in little or no
professional learning and/or
ethical practice

InTASC #9Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of professional
learning and/or ethical practice

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of professional learning and/or
ethical practice

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of professional
learning and/or ethical practice

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

of professional learning and/or
ethical practice
InTASC #9Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of
professional learning and/or
ethical practice and how they
impact others

The artifact shows the candidate
has adequate knowledge of
professional learning and/or
ethical practice

The artifact shows the candidate
has minimal knowledge of
professional learning and/or
ethical practice

The artifact shows the candidate
has inadequate knowledge of
professional learning and/or
ethical practice

InTASC #10Performance
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly appraises,
in specific terms, performance
and personal insights of
leadership and collaboration to
ensure learner growth and
advance the profession

Rationale describes the
performance artifact and its
context for use; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
performance of leadership and
collaboration

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates performance of
leadership and collaboration

Rationale inadequately identifies
the performance artifact;
misjudges how the artifact
demonstrates performance of
leadership and collaboration

InTASC #10Performance
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
can apply deep understanding of
leadership and collaboration to
ensure learner growth and
advance the profession

The artifact shows the candidate
can correctly apply understanding
of leadership and collaboration

The artifact shows the candidate
partially applies their
understanding of leadership and
collaboration

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no application of their
understanding of leadership and
collaboration

InTASC #10Knowledge
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly appraises, in
specific terms how the artifact
demonstrates in- depth
knowledge and personal insights
of leadership and collaboration to
ensure learner growth and
advance the profession

Rationale describes the
knowledge artifact and its
context; clearly discusses how
the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of leadership and
collaboration

Rationale identifies the
knowledge artifact; explains, in
general, limited terms how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of leadership and collaboration

Rationale inadequately identifies
the knowledge artifact; misjudges
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of leadership and
collaboration

InTASC #10Knowledge
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
interconnections among different
areas of leadership and
collaboration to ensure learner
growth and advance the
profession

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of leadership and
collaboration

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of
leadership and collaboration

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
leadership and collaboration

#1
Essential
Studies
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the artifact and its context; clearly
appraises, in specific terms, how
the artifact demonstrates:
knowledge of multiple ELOs,
personal insights of essential

Rationale describes the artifact
and its context; adequately
appraises, how the artifact
demonstrates: knowledge of
ELOs,
personal insights of essential

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates minimal knowledge

Rationale inadequately identifies
the artifact;
demonstrates minimal knowledge
of ELOs and the connection to
teacher preparation

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

studies, and the impact on
teacher preparation

studies, and the impact on
teacher preparation

of ELOs and the connection to
teacher preparation

#1
Essential
Studies
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
interconnections among ELOs
and the impact on teacher
preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of ELOs and the
impact on teacher preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of ELOs
and the impact on teacher
preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
ELOs and the impact on teacher
preparation

#2
Essential
Studies
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the artifact and its context; clearly
appraises, in specific terms, how
the artifact demonstrates:
knowledge of multiple ELOs,
personal insights of essential
studies, and the impact on
teacher preparation

Rationale describes the artifact
and its context; adequately
appraises, how the artifact
demonstrates: knowledge of
ELOs,
personal insights of essential
studies, and the impact on
teacher preparation

Rationale identifies the
performance artifact; discusses in
general, limited terms how the
artifact
demonstrates minimal knowledge
of ELOs and the connection to
teacher preparation

Rationale inadequately identifies
the artifact;
demonstrates minimal knowledge
of ELOs and the connection to
teacher preparation

#2
Essential
Studies
Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
interconnections among ELOs
and the impact on teacher
preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of ELOs and the
impact on teacher preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of ELOs
and the impact on teacher
preparation

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of
ELOs and the impact on teacher
preparation

#1
Minor/Second
Major
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the artifact and its context; clearly
appraises, in specific terms how
the artifact demonstrates indepth knowledge and personal
insights of the minor/second
major

Rationale describes the artifact
and its context; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of the minor/second
major

Rationale identifies the artifact;
explains, in general, limited terms
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of the minor/second
major

Rationale inadequately identifies
the artifact; misjudges how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of the minor/second major

#1
Minor/Second
Major Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of the
minor/second major

#2
Minor/Second
Major
Rationale

Rationale thoroughly describes
the artifact and its context; clearly
appraises, in specific terms how
the artifact demonstrates indepth knowledge and personal
insights of the minor/second
major

Rationale describes the artifact
and its context; clearly discusses
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of the minor/second
major

Rationale identifies the artifact;
explains, in general, limited terms
how the artifact demonstrates
knowledge of the minor/second
major

Rationale inadequately identifies
the artifact; misjudges how the
artifact demonstrates knowledge
of the minor/second major

#2
Minor/Second
Major Artifact

The artifact shows the candidate
has a deep knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has partial knowledge of the
minor/second major

The artifact shows the candidate
has little or no knowledge of the
minor/second major

Distinguished

Proficient

Basic

Unsatisfactory

#1
Teaching
Video
Reflection

The candidate provides a careful
and detailed assessment of their
own teaching as described in the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

The candidate provides an
appropriate assessment of their
own teaching as described in the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

The candidate provides a limited
assessment of their own teaching
as described in the Reflective
Experiential Teacher Conceptual
Framework

The candidate provides an
inadequate assessment of their
own teaching which does not
meet the expectations of the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

#1
10-15 minute
Teaching
Video

NA

Met

Does Not Meet

NA

#2
Teaching
Video
Reflection

The candidate provides a careful
and detailed assessment of their
own teaching as described in the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

The candidate provides an
appropriate assessment of their
own teaching as described in the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

The candidate provides a limited
assessment of their own teaching
as described in the Reflective
Experiential Teacher Conceptual
Framework

The candidate provides an
inadequate assessment of their
own teaching which does not
meet the expectations of the
Reflective Experiential Teacher
Conceptual Framework

#2
10-15 minute
Teaching
Video

NA

Met

Does Not Meet

NA

Diversity

NA

MetThe portfolio shows the candidate
has embedded evidence within
their rationales and artifacts of
meeting the EPP’s Diversity
Goals.

Does Not MeetThe portfolio shows the candidate
has not embedded evidence
within their rationales and
artifacts of meeting the EPP’s
Diversity Goals.

NA

Technology

NA

MetThe portfolio shows the candidate
has embedded evidence within
their rationales and artifacts of
meeting the EPP’s Technology
Goals.

Does Not MeetThe portfolio shows the candidate
has not embedded evidence
within their rationales and
artifacts of meeting the EPP’s
Technology Goals.

NA

Biographical Data Form
Application for Admission to Teacher Education
Academic Information
Date of Application

Advisor

First Major

Student ID Number

Second Major

Minor

Email Address
Transfer Student

Year in School
yes

no

Previous School

Personal Information
First Name

MI

Date of Birth

Last Name

Maiden Name

Place of Birth

College Address

College Box #

Permanent Address

Phone Number

City/State/Zip

Name of High School

Phone

City/State

Year of Graduation

Have you ever been convicted of a crime other than a traffic violation?

Yes

No

If yes, you must provide appropriate documentation to the state licensure department upon applying for certification.
Parents Names and Address
Father’s Name

Address

Mother’s Name

Address

In case of an EMERGENCY call: (Please list two)
Name

Address

Phone

Name

Address

Phone

Items below are completely voluntary and do not affect the status of your application; however, this information is frequently
requested by both state and federal agencies for statistical purpose.
Sex

Female

Race

White

Male
Hispanic/Latino

Black/African American

Veteran

Yes

American Indian/Alaska Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

No
Asian

Two or More Races

Other (please list)

Citizen of which country?
Marital Status

Name of Spouse

Upldated: 12/2017

Teacher Education Program
Student Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct shall be signed by all teacher education candidates.
CODE OF CONDUCT
All Mayville State University and NDUS policies are in effect on campus and during all field
experiences. Students must acknowledge their understanding of the following statements:





I acknowledge that I am a representative of Mayville State University’s teacher education
program and will conduct myself in a manner that upholds the Code of Professional
Conduct for Educators (Article 67.1-03, State of ND, Code of Professional Conduct for
Educators), and all University policies to include:
o Code of Student Conduct and Standards of Conduct (MSU Student Handbook)
o All student requirements for the teacher education program (Teacher Education
Handbook)
I recognize the importance of the teacher education disposition document and will use it
to demonstrate appropriate professional behaviors on and off-campus.
I will not allow my personal life/behaviors to negatively impact my work and behaviors
in the classrooms both on and off-campus.

STATEMENT OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION
Failure to follow University and NDUS policies or the ND Professional Code of Conduct may
result in disciplinary action indicated in the above policies, manuals and handbooks.

Printed Student Name:

Date:

Student Signature:

Updated 12/2017

Teacher Education Student
Mentoring Conference Log
Teacher Candidate Name:
Date:

Mentor:
Time:

Duration:

Meeting #1
Meeting #2
Status Report: (Reason for meeting or progress from last meeting)

What does the teacher candidate feel good
about:

What feels the most challenging?

Focus for today:

Evidence:

Possible Solutions:

Teacher Candidate’s next steps:

Mentor’s next steps:

Resource Ideas:

Next meeting date:

Initials of Teacher Candidate:

Initials of Mentor:

Updated 12/2017

Student Improvement Plan
Student Name:

Advisor Name:

Date:

To be completed by the advisor:
Purpose of Student Improvement Plan:

To be completed by the student:
Describe the issue or concern:
Reflect on the issue or concern (what may be the reason/cause for this issue or concern?):

Plan for Improvement (please include a timeline):

Student’s signature:

Date:

Advisor’s signature:

Date:

*Your typed name serves as your electronic signature.

Follow-Up (include dates and notes from meeting(s) with the advisor):

Improvement plan completed:

yes

no

Submitted to committee and Division Chair:
Issue resolved:

yes

yes

no

no

If the issue is not resolved, further action will be recommended by the committee and the student
will be advised of the committee’s recommendation.

Updated 12/2017

Teacher Candidate Probation Form
This form is to be used for any teacher candidate who has been placed on probation by the 3person committee from the Admission and Retention Committee. Stipulations for probation are
listed below. The teacher candidate must recognize the stipulations and agree to follow them or
further action may be taken.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teacher candidate will attend class regularly
Complete all assigned work with quality in a timely manner
Display proficient disposition characteristics
Have all current instructors complete a progress report at least once every three weeks
sent to instructors from the Division of Education office
5. Other stipulations as listed (or NA):

At the end of the semester, the teacher candidate’s progress will be evaluated by the 3-person
committee to determine if the teacher candidate should be removed from probation.
If the teacher candidate has met all requirements for probation, the probation status will be
removed and the teacher candidate may continue in the teacher education program.
If the teacher candidate does not meet all requirements of probation, the matter will be referred
to the full Admission and Retention Committee for final decision.

I recognize that this form has been reviewed with me by the Division Chair or another
Admission & Retention Committee member representative.
Teacher candidate’s signature:

Date:

Faculty signature:

Date:

*Your typed name serves as your electronic signature.

Updated 12/2017

Teacher Candidate Progress Report Form
Please check the box that best describes

progress in your course.

Attends class regularly

yes

no

inconsistent

Completes work with quality in a timely manner

yes

no

inconsistent

Displays proficient disposition characteristics

yes

no

inconsistent

Further Comments:

Instructor Signature:

Date:

Course:
*Your typed name serves as your electronic signature.

Updated 12/2017

Student Teaching
Courses Required Prior to Student Teaching
o
o
o
o

EDUC 400: Student Teaching (10SH)
EDUC 400A: Part-Time Student Teaching (5SH)
SPED 400B: Special Education Student Teaching (5SH)
EDUC 401: Electronic Portfolio, Assessment, & Seminar (2SH)

Early Childhood Education






Professional Education Courses
o EC 210: Introduction to ECE (3SH)
o EC 211: Observation, Assessment, Interpretation Techniques (3SH)
o EC 336: Social/Emotional Development and Guidance (3SH)
o EC 376: Field Experience in ECE (1SH)
o EDUC 250/298: Into to Education (3SH)
o EDUC 272: Educational Technology (2SH)
o EDUC 290: Theories of Learning and Management (2 SH)
o EDUC 380: Teaching English Language Learners (2 SH)
o EDUC 381: Human Relations/Cultural Diversity (3SH)
o EDUC 390: Special Needs in Inclusive Environment (3 SH)
o EDUC 422: Educational Assessment (2 SH)
o PSYC 255: Child & Adolescent Psychology (3SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “B” or higher is required for EDUC 250.
 A “C” or higher is required for all other professional education courses
Methods Courses
o EDUC 301: Strategies in Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 318: Reading in Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 324: ND Studies (1SH)
o EDUC 302: Social Studies Strategies in the Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 319: Language Arts in the Elementary School (3SH)
o SCNC 321: Science for Elementary Teachers (3SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “C” or higher is required for all methods courses
Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content coursework specifically including the following classes
 EDUC 350: Remedial Reading (3 SH)
 EDUC 436: Kindergarten Methods (2 SH)
 EC 335: Art, Music, & Play (3 SH)
 EC 338: Home, School, Community Relations (3 SH)
 EDUC 307: Math Strategies in Elementary/Middle School (3SH)

Updated: 12/2017

Elementary Education






Professional Education Courses
o EDUC 250/298: Into to Education (3SH)
o EDUC 272: Educational Technology (2SH)
o EDUC 290: Theories of Learning and Management (2 SH)
o EDUC 380: Teaching English Language Learners (2 SH)
o EDUC 381: Human Relations/Cultural Diversity (3SH)
o EDUC 390: Special Needs in Inclusive Environment (3SH)
o EDUC 422: Educational Assessment (2SH)
o PSYC 255: Child & Adolescent Psychology (3SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “B” or higher is required for EDUC 250.
 A “C” or higher is required for all other professional education courses
Methods Courses
o EDUC 301: Strategies in Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 318: Reading in Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 324: ND Studies (1SH)
o EDUC 307: Math Strategies in Elementary/Middle School (3SH)
o SCNC 321: Science for Elementary Teachers II (3SH)
o EDUC 302: Social Studies Strategies in the Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 319: Language Arts in the Elementary School (3SH)
o EDUC 325: Creative Arts in the Elementary School (3SH)
o HPER 319: Health & Physical Education in the Elementary School (2SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “C” or higher is required for all methods courses
Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content coursework specifically including the following classes
 EDUC 350: Remedial Reading (3SH)
 MATH 277: Math for Elementary Teachers (3SH)
 SPED 389: Foundations of Special Education (3SH)
 SPED 336: Social & Emotional Guidance (3SH)
 SPED 338: Home School Community Relations (3SH)
 SPED 343: Classroom Modification (3SH)

Secondary Education


Professional Education Courses
o EDUC 250/298: Into to Education (3SH)
o EDUC 272: Educational Technology (2SH)
o EDUC 290: Theories of Learning and Management (2SH)
o EDUC 380: Teaching English Language Learners (2SH)
o EDUC 381: Human Relations/Cultural Diversity (3SH)
o EDUC 390: Special Needs in Inclusive Environment (3SH)
o EDUC 398: Secondary Education Field Experience, Co-req with 481-485 (1SH)
o EDUC 422: Educational Assessment (2SH)

Updated: 12/2017

o
o
o
o







EDUC 426: Reading in the Content Area (2SH)
EDUC 480: General Methods for Secondary Educators (4SH)
EDUC 480L: General Methods Field Experience (1SH)
PSYC 255: Child & Adolescent Psychology (3SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “B” or higher is required for EDUC 250.
 A “C” or higher is required for all other professional education courses

Secondary Methods Courses
o EDUC 481: Secondary Methods for English Majors (2SH)
o EDUC 482: Secondary Methods for Health & Physical Education Majors (2SH)
o EDUC 483: Secondary Methods for Mathematics Majors (2SH)
o EDUC 484: Secondary Methods for Science Majors (2SH)
o EDUC 485: Secondary Methods for Social Science Majors (2SH)
 **NOTE**
 A “C” or higher is required for all methods courses
English Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content coursework specifically including the following classes
 ENGL 261: American Literature 1 (3SH)
 ENGL 320: Advanced Grammar (3SH)
 ENGL 351: British Literature 1 (3SH)
 ENGL 360: Shakespeare (3SH)
Health & Physical Education Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content coursework specifically including the following classes
 HPER 210: First Aid and CPR (1SH)



Mathematics Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content area coursework must be completed including all 300 level courses and lower.



Science Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content area coursework must be completed including all 300 level courses and lower.



Social Science & History Content/Core Specific Courses
o 75% of content coursework specifically including the following classes
 HIST 101: Western Civilization I (3SH)
 HIST 102: Western Civilization II (3SH)
 HIST 103: US to 1877 (3SH)
 HIST 104: US since 1877 (3SH)

Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Special Education
All coursework in the selected Special Education Major must be completed prior to student teaching (SPED 400b).
Exceptions may be made in extenuating circumstances at the discretion of the advisor and course instructor.

Updated: 12/2017

Student Teaching Application
Name (Last, First, MI, Maiden):

Date:

College Address:
Cell Phone Number:
Permanent Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:

For placement purposes please check all that apply:
Secondary
Elementary
Kindergarten Endorsement

Early Childhood
Special Education
Middle School Endorsement

Location(s) of Interest:
Grade/Subject of Interest:

Would a parochial (private) school placement be acceptable?

Yes

No

The ability to transport yourself to and from the student teaching placement is required per handbook
instructions. Please describe any extenuating circumstances that would limit your ability to meet this
requirement:

*Reminder: if interested in student teaching outside of the 80 mile radius see the handbook for
application process and requirements.

Updated 12/2017

Personal Data Form Guidelines
Student teachers will provide an electronic document to the Director of Student Placement that
contains information that student teachers would want the Cooperating Teachers and University
Supervisors to know. This document needs to be well-written, in narrative format and must
contain a professional looking photograph.
Required Information
-

-

-

Section 1
o Photo
o Name (First and Last)
o Address and phone number (s)
o Email Address
o Emergency Contact: name, address and phone number
Section 2
o Education Background
o Academic Major and Minor
o Anticipated Date of Graduation
o Other Academic Requirements during the Student Teaching Experience
o Classroom Experiences
Section 3
o Explain what you hope to gain personally and professionally from your student
teaching experience.
o Explain why you chose to become an educator.

Suggested Information
-

Section 1
o Activities and Interests
o Community Service Involvement
o Membership in any Organizations or Groups
o Prior Work Experiences
o Awards/Honors
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STUDENT CONSENT TO RELEASE BACKGROUND RECORD
Pursuant of the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, I consent to the sharing of the
criminal background investigation information provided by the State of North Dakota with the
administrator of the school in which I have been assigned to complete my student teaching by the
Mayville State University Education Division. This documentation includes the Bureau of
Criminal Investigation and Federal Bureau of Investigation.
I understand that I will be required to provide a copy of my background investigation document
to the Office of the Division of Education & Psychology should they not receive notification
from the State of North Dakota before my student teaching semester begins.
I understand that such information concerning my background record or the record itself may not
be released except on the condition that the party to which the information is being released will
not permit any other party to have access to such information without my written consent. I also
understand that this policy will be explained to those persons requesting any education
information.
Semester of
Assigned School:
Student Teaching:
Please inform me anytime there has been a release of information or
records:
yes

no

This release remains effective until revoked by me in writing.
Printed Name:
Signature:
Date:
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Student Teacher Requirement Checklist
This checklist should be used as a guide to submit all required documents in a professional,
timely manner.
Graduation Application Completed
*Students have received emails from the Office of Academic Records regarding
the completion of this application. (refer to campus calendar for date requirements)
Student Teaching Application
Student Teaching Agreement
Student Consent to Release Background Record
Current background check clearance documentation from ESPB uploaded to
TaskStream
Proof of Liability Insurance (uploaded to TaskStream)
Signed Code of Conduct
Student Teaching Personal Data Form
Additional Requirements for Out of the 80 Mile Radius Placements
*The forms below must be submitted to the Director of Student Placement by the date
provided in EDUC 401S.
Application for Out of the 80
2 Faculty Recommendations for Out of the 80
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Student Teaching Agreement
Student teaching is a culminating experience in Mayville State University’s professional education program. As such, it is
the ultimate realization of the student teacher to bring theories studied into their professional practice throughout their
student teaching experience. It is imperative that the student teacher agrees to uphold the integrity of the student teaching
process as established in the student teaching handbook. Students must read and agree to the following requirements:
1. Adhere to policies as stated in the teacher education handbook,
2. Adhere to the school district policies at the clinical placement site,
3. Adhere to Mayville State University policies,
4. Complete background check and submit verification of a cleared background check to TaskStream,
5. Upload to TaskStream proof of liability insurance that will be in effect during your student teaching semester,
6. Complete Praxis II Subject Area Assessments and Principals of Learning and Teaching and have results sent to
Mayville State University prior to graduation. It is highly recommended that the Praxis II is taken prior to student
teaching,
7. Demonstrate professionalism throughout the student teaching experience (refer to the Mayville State University
Dispositions Document),
8. Complete all requirements of the student teaching assignment,
9. Establish and maintain a collaborative and respectful relationship with the
Cooperating Teacher(s), University Supervisor, other educators, administrators, students and the Director of
Student Placement;
10. Maintain confidentiality of all faculty/student communication or interaction that occur during, or are associated

with, the student teaching experience; and
11. Maintain confidentiality of all faculty/student communications or interactions that occur during, or are associated
with the experience. Students will adhere to the confidentiality policies of the cooperating program and
expectation of the university. Students will not discuss their experience with anyone outside of their cooperating
teacher, mentor, and professor. Facebook, Twitter, and Texting photos or information about the children or
families is prohibited. Violation of the confidentiality policy may result in termination from the experience.
With my signature below I willingly accept to uphold any and all requirements at stated above. Failure to fulfill any of the
above requirements may result in disciplinary action that might include removal from the student teaching experience.
Student Teacher Signature:
Printed Name:
Date:
Faculty Signature:
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Application For
Student Teaching Outside the 80 Mile Radius
Student’s Name
Student Teaching Term
Name of School requested

Cum
GPA

Date
Grade/Subject you would like
City/State/Zip

Please justify your request to teach out of the 80 mile radius (e.g., diverse population, size of school
district, job opportunities).

Student Signature

Date

*Your typed name serves as your signature.
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Recommendation Form to Accompany the Application For
Student Teaching Outside the 80 Mile Radius
Student’s Name
Student Teaching Term

Cum
GPA

Date
Grade/Subject you would like

Name of School requested
City/State/Zip
Note to student: Submit this form to two different faculty members: one should be your Academic
Advisor and the other a faculty member you have had as a teacher.
Faculty Member
Please evaluate the above named student on the criteria listed below. The rating scale is based on (3)
above average; (2) average; and (1) below average
3
2
1
3
2
Knowledge of subject matter
Initiative
Resourcefulness
Attendance record
Communication Skills
Personal appearance
Ability to work with others
Promise for professional growth
Judgment and tact
Attitude toward others
Instructional ability
Punctuality
Maturity of student
Character/conduct

1

Supplementary or summary remarks: Faculty member: please use this section to comment on the
student’s professional training and other factors that would be relevant to this student’s application to
teach outside our normal radius of 80 miles. Comments should specifically address the issue of potential
success in this requested student teaching experience. Please be aware that your comments will be
reviewed by the Education Division and the Teacher Education Committee. Please return to the Director
of Student Teaching when finished.

Faculty Signature

Date

*Your typed name serves as your signature.
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Protocol for Cooperating Teachers
on issues of concern
Ensuring the best experience possible for student teachers, cooperating teachers, supervising
teachers and P-12 students is a goal of the Teacher Education Program at Mayville State
University during all student teacher placements. Therefore, it is necessary to address what to do
if concerns should arise.
If cooperating teachers have concerns regarding any aspect of the student teacher’s ability to
fulfill his/her placement responsibilities, contact with the University Supervisor should take
place immediately. Early intervention is important and allows the education faculty to provide
additional supports and resources to the teacher candidate. Addressing issues early with good
communication practices will also enhance relationships necessary to support a successful
student teaching experience. Most situations can be used positively to promote personal and
professional growth and learning.
If Cooperating Teachers have concerns that warrant attention, please follow these steps to ensure
proper communication and actions are taking place:
1. Discuss the specific concern with the student teacher. He/she may provide more
information on the recognized concern that will support your evaluation of the situation.
2. Contact the University Supervisor to discuss the situation. Note: You may choose to
contact the University Supervisor prior to discussing the situation with the student teacher
depending on the situation.
3. Document your concerns and provide this documentation to the University Supervisor.
If a plan for improvement is developed for the student teacher, expect to receive a copy
of it from the University Supervisor. Note: This improvement plan will also be given to
the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education and Coordinator of the Student Teaching
Program at the school.
4. Do what you can to support the student teacher as he/she works to improve his/her
developing practice with the interventions planned.
5. Monitor the student teacher’s progress in your classroom.
6. Report the status of progress that the student teacher is or is not making to the University
Supervisor when he/she makes regular follow-up contact with you.
7. Contact the University Supervisor immediately if your concerns escalate for any reason
about the student teacher’s practices or behaviors.
Updated: 12/2017

Interventions should be viewed as opportunities for growth and learning. If a teacher candidate
has an improvement plan, Cooperating Teachers should:





Conscientiously provide support and feedback to the teacher candidate on his/her
progress towards the improved skills or behaviors. Make sure to address areas indicated
on the improvement plan if applicable in observation feedback.
Expect increased communications initiated by the University Supervisor
Document if suggestions given to the student teacher are demonstrated in subsequent
practices or behaviors.

If the plan for improvement does not result in changed behavior or practice within a reasonable
amount of time, input from the University Supervisor, the Cooperating Teacher, the Dean and
Chair of the Division of Education, the Teacher Candidate and possibly, the Coordinator of the
Student Teaching Program will be used to develop further plans for the student teacher’s
assignment.
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Protocol for University Supervisors
on issues of concern
Ensuring the best experience possible for student teachers, cooperating teachers, supervising
teachers and P-12 students is a goal of the Teacher Education Program at Mayville State
University during all student teacher placements. Therefore, it is necessary to address what to do
if concerns should arise.
If University Supervisors have concerns regarding any aspect of the student teacher’s ability to
fulfill his/her placement responsibilities, contact with the Dean and Chair of the Division of
Education should take place immediately. Early intervention is important to allow the education
faculty to provide additional supports and resources to the teacher candidate. Addressing issues
early with good communication practices will also enhance relationships necessary to support a
successful student teaching experience.
If University Supervisors have concerns that warrant attention, either from what they have
observed or from identified concerns of the cooperating teacher, please follow these steps to
ensure proper communication is taking place:
1. Discuss the specific concern with the cooperating teacher. He/she may provide more insights
on the recognized concern that will guide your decision about interventions.
2. Contact the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education if needed to discuss possible
options for interventions.
3. Discuss the specific concern explicitly with the student teacher.
*Note: The above three contacts may be altered depending on the situation as per the
University Supervisor’s professional judgment.
4. Document the concern and the meeting with the student teacher using the Dispositions
document form.
5. Help the student teacher develop a written plan for improvement to include goals, plan for
achieving the goals, supports given or referenced, and dates of re-evaluation.
Submit the student teacher’s plan for improvement to the Director of Student Placement, the
Dean and Chair of the Division of Education, the Cooperating Teacher, and the Coordinator
of the Student Teaching Program at the school.
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6. Monitor the student teacher’s progress using the plan for improvement as your guide.
Depending on the situation, University Supervisors may choose to do any or all of the
following:
a. Increasing the number of observations
b. Request an observation by the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education or another
contracted University
Supervisor if the student teacher is within the 80 mile radius.
c. Require the student teacher to videotape their teaching and reflect on a taped lesson
d. Conference with the teacher candidate and the cooperating teacher
e. Consult with the Dean and Chair of the Division of Education and Director of Student
Placement
Interventions should be viewed as opportunities for growth and learning. If a teacher candidate
has an intervention plan, University Supervisors should:









Conscientiously provide support and feedback to the teacher candidate with regular contact for
follow-up.
Encourage the student teacher to take notes on effective teaching practices observed
Communicate regularly with the cooperating teacher
Address areas indicated on the improvement plan in observation feedback
Maintain good observations notes, save email communications from the student and/or
cooperating teacher and document verbal conversations regarding the student teacher’s actions
and progress on the intervention plan. Submit these documentation items to the Director of
Student Placement to keep in the student teacher’s file.
Allow opportunities for the student teacher to reflect on his/her follow through with the
improvement plan.
Document if suggestions given to the student teacher by the cooperating teacher and/or
university supervisor are demonstrated in the student teacher practices or behaviors.

If the plan for improvement and other interventions listed above result in improved practices or
behaviors, document that the plan for improvement has been successfully completed on the
Student Teacher Improvement Plan form.
If the plan for improvement does not result in expected change within a reasonable amount of
time, input from the university supervisor, the cooperating teacher, the teacher candidate, the
Dean and Chair of the Division of Education, and possibly, Coordinator of the Student Teaching
Program at the school will be used to re-evaluate the plan for the student teacher.
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EDUC 400/400A/SPED 400B
Pre/Post Conference Form
Name of Student:

Date:

Name of School:
Full-Time Student Teaching (EDUC 400):

Grade/Subject:
Evaluation 1

Part-Time Student Teaching (EDUC 400A/SPED 400B):

Evaluation 2
Evaluation 1

Pre-Conference Discussion

Post-Conference Discussion

Evaluator:

Student:

**This is an example of the form located in TaskStream.
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"Suggested Final Grade & Supporting
Review the InTASC and Disposition evaluations that were completed for the teacher candidate. Use markings on
those evaluations as you complete this form.
Exemplary: Analyzes and applies concepts of teaching and learning, theories, and materials correctly and efficiently.
Well-designed, thorough lesson plans and journals demonstrate exemplary understandings, reflections and skills.
Received distinguished or proficient markings on all dispositions to indicate exemplary behaviors and attitudes
towards teaching and learning.
Proficient: Analyzes and applies concepts of teaching and learning, theories, and materials with lessons that
demonstrate understandings and skills. Received mostly proficient markings on dispositions evaluation document
with 1 or more distinguished markings and 2 or fewer basic markings. InTASC evaluation marks average a 3.
Partially Proficient: Greater application of concepts of teaching and learning content necessary to demonstrate
proficient professional competencies. Lesson plans and/or journals are inconsistent in demonstrating appropriate
planning and/or completion or reflection for quality submissions. Received some proficient markings on the
disposition document with 3 or more basic markings on disposition evaluation. InTASC evaluation marks reveal
student has many proficient markings but may have several basic markings also.
Basic: Student teacher is not yet demonstrating a sufficient level of applied understandings and skills necessary to
demonstrate teaching competencies. Lesson plans and/or journals lack appropriate planning and depth of completion
or reflection. Received few proficient markings on the disposition document and more basic markings. InTASC
evaluation marks reveal student has proficient markings but many basic markings.
Insufficient: Does not demonstrate sufficient understandings of content or pedagogy to teach. Received many basic
or unsatisfactory markings on Dispositions evaluation and regularly scored a 2 or below on the InTASC evaluation.
Lesson plan submissions and/or journal reflections lacked evidence of satisfactory planning and reflection.
Exemplary
(A)

Proficient
(B)

Partially
Proficient (C)

Basic
(D)

Insufficient
(F)

Academic Preparation
Analyzes and applies concepts of teaching
and learning, theories, and materials
correctly.
Lesson planning demonstrates
understandings and skills for research-based
teaching and learning.
Demonstrates positive dispositions that
support teaching and learning.
Reflective evaluation of self and students.

* Suggested Final Grade
A (5)

B (4)

C (3)

D (2)

F (1)

* Comments
Please comment on the candidate's skills and competencies in the classroom that would justify the grade given
above.
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Student Teacher Orientation Checklist
As a cooperating teacher your role in working with both the teacher candidate and university supervisor is
critical to having a successful experience for all involved. Please use the following checklist as a discussion
point guide to make sure your student teacher has the information they need to get off to a good start.
Teacher expectations for student teacher arrival and dismissal time
(students are to maintain the schedule of the cooperating teacher)
Teacher expectations for student teacher down time during the school day
(MSU’s expectations include: no cell phone use outside of lunch time, attention to students
and cooperating teacher at all times)
Critical school policies that student teachers need to know
Faculty meetings, professional development days and parent teacher conferences
(MSU requests that students participate in all of the above to partial or full extent)
Any extra duty assignments (i.e. Hall, recess, lunch supervision duties)
Printing/copying availability and procedures
Classroom management procedures: rules and expectations for student behavior
Classroom schedule
School tour and faculty/staff introductions
Lunch: availability & cost; Parking; School Dress Code
Procedure for school cancellation
Procedure if student teacher cannot attend a school day
(student teachers are to contact cooperating teacher, university supervisor and Director
of Student Placement for any absence of a half day or longer)
Information on fire, tornado and other emergency drills
Field trip procedure
Designated time for student teacher & cooperating teacher to review lesson plans and discuss
Review expectations for student teachers to submit lesson plans to the cooperating teacher
(students are required by MSU to have lesson plans done Sunday for the following week)
Lesson plan format
*Note: the student teacher will use the lesson plan format preferred by the cooperating teacher,
however; they are required to complete and submit the Mayville State University’s lesson plan template
throughout the experience

Timeline for progressive integration of student teaching in the classroom (please see
suggested timeframe document)

3/20/17

Office of Academic Records – Mayville State University

DATE:

APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION
Please review the section in the catalog entitled “Graduation Requirements”
Name as you wish it to appear on diploma:
If you have a maiden or new married name, do you want it listed for news releases and the commencement program? If so, please
list:
Name Pronunciation (sounds like, etc.):
Hometown:

Hometown Newspaper:

High School graduated from:
Student ID #:

DOB:

Home Address to which diploma can be mailed:
(Diplomas are ordered after your degree is posted and will be mailed to the address above)

Phone number:

Email address:
Father’s name and address:
Mother’s name and address:

Semester in which your degree will be completed:
Advisor:

Catalog the degree will be completed under:

Are you a transfer student?

Are you a distance student?

Do you plan to receive an additional degree at MaSU?

(If yes, a new Application for Admission must be filed.)

All students are encouraged to attend commencement exercises each May. Will you be attending?

Yes

No

**If your plans change, it is your responsibility to contact the Office of Academic Records at records@mayvillestate.edu

For office use only: Advisor Note added to Starfish

Fill in the degree you are pursuing:
****************************************************************************************************
Master of Arts in Teaching Degree (MAT)

Major:

****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of Science in Education Degree (BSED)

Major(s):

Minor(s):

****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Degree (BSN)
Major(s):

Minor(s):

****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of Science Degree (BS)

Major(s):

Specializations:

Minor(s):
****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of Arts Degree (BA)

Early Childhood BA ONLY Professional Course Option:

Major(s):

Minor(s):

Specializations:

****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of University Studies Degree (BUS)- if you are pursuing this degree, your major will be University Studies

Major:

Minor(s):

****************************************************************************************************
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree (BAS)
Major:

Minor(s):

****************************************************************************************************
Associate of Arts Degree (AA-Two Year)

Major:

Do you plan to pursue a 4-year degree at MaSU?

****************************************************************************************************
 Title I Certificate of Completion (available Spring 2013)
 Emergency Responder Certificate of Completion (available 2013)
To electronically submit this form, save the form to your computer, attach it to an email to records@mayvillestate.edu
Your official graduation audit will be sent electronically to you and your advisor through Mayville State University email.
For office use only: Entered:
For office use only: Program Plan:

Grad Database ID:
Grad Term:

Change to Applied:

IT:

Permission to Use Student Work
Student Name:

Course:

Title of Work:
Period of Consent:

Specific Dates as Listed

Perpetual Consent

1. Grant of Permission. The individual(s), departments, institutions and organizations listed below are hereby authorized
to use my work as described in section 2. (Please list the individuals, departments, etc. in this space.)

2. Scope of Permission to Use Student Work. [Check applicable sections]
a.

Make/distribute copies (e.g. course packets, classroom materials, etc.)
hard copies --- Describe purpose:
digital copies --- Describe purpose:

b.

Display copies
display on open web/internet
display online with restricted access
classroom display
other display Explain:

c.

Prepare and distribute derivative works of student work (e.g. inclusion of student work in journal article,
conference paper or presentation)
d.

Other [Describe. e.g. for faculty, course or program evaluation, curriculum planning,
program accreditation, etc.]

3. Attribution to Student
Identify student by name as creator of the work

Use student work anonymously

4. Other Considerations [if applicable, identify additional considerations regarding use of the student work]
5. Certification of Authorship. I am the owner of the copyright to the student work identified above, and the work is not
subject to any grant or restriction that would prevent its use consistent with this permission. Except as explicitly indicated
on the student work, all aspects of the work are original to me and have not been copied or adapted from other sources.
Student

Recipient(s)

Signature

Signature
Date

Email

Signature
Date
Signature
Date

Address/Contact Information

(Provide copy of the completed form to the student. Maintain a copy of form and student work on file.)
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Student Teaching Schedule
Please upload this information to the EDUC 400, EDUC 400A, or SPED 400B learning management
shell. Be sure that all information is filled out completely and accurately for each experience.
Name of Teacher Candidate
Name of Cooperating Teacher
Name of School
Principal’s Name

Principal’s Email

Note: Secondary Students must complete ALL the information below.
Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class

Grade

Class

Coop. Teacher

Time of Class
Grade
Class
Coop. Teacher
If you have more than one cooperating teacher, please specify which cooperating teacher is responsible
for your various teaching areas.

Note: Elementary Students please attach a daily schedule.
Student Teaching in Grade:
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Context (InTASC 1,2,3)
Description of Class:This section will be dedicated to describing the
students in the class including:demographics, class size, diversity

Teacher Name:
Date:
Lesson Topic:
Grade Level:
Duration:

(cultural, socio-economic, special needs, etc.) This is where you give a
broad description of the class.

Student Profiles:
This section is dedicated to outlining the needs of students on IEP’s,
504’s, behavior plans, etc

Desired Results (InTASC 4)
Purpose:
Standards:
Objectives:
Student Profile Objectives: To be filled in when profile student(s) are identified.

Assessment Evidence (InTASC 6)
Evidence of meeting desired results:
Student Profile Evidence: To be filled in when profile student(s) are identified.

Learning Plan (InTASC 4,5,7,8)
Instructional Strategy: (Check all that apply)
Direct

Indirect

Independent

Experiential

Interactive

Technology Use(s): (Check all that apply)
Student Interaction
Collect Data

Align Goals

Differentiate Instruction

Enhance Lesson

N/A

Hook and Hold:
Procedures:
Summary:
Materials:

Reflection (InTASC 9)
Reflect On: Specific reflection activities may occur in each particular education course. Complete this reflection of
your lesson planning process and instruction unless otherwise indicated by your instructor







Preparation
Planning
Teaching
Student Engagement and Participation
Evidence of Student Learning

Updated 6/2016
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